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SUMMARY
The Sustainable Livelihoods for Poor Producers in Mymensingh and Netrokona (SLIPP) in
Mymensingh and Netrokona project was incepted on January 1st 2007 with the aim to increase
income, employment and sustainable livelihood for 1200 beneficiaries in vegetable, duck and
fish sector. Poor access and knowledge of business services led to inefficient business process
resulting in low income and poverty. The project addressed these issues by working with
relevant stakeholders to improve knowledge and linkages between beneficiaries and value
chain actors. The project is funded by EU and co-founded by TraidCraft Exchange. It has been
implemented by Development Wheel, a national NGO, in collaboration with 8 partner NGOs
for field-level implementation. TraidCraft provided the technical direction to the project. This
evaluation was conducted to gauge the project’s performance against five criteria: relevance,
efficiency, effectiveness, impact and sustainability. Based on the findings, key lessons were
drawn, leading to recommendations. Methodology entailed Key Informant Interviews, Focus
Group Discussions with 15 farmer groups and impact survey on 195 beneficiaries from the three
subsectors the findings from which were later validated at the district and the national level.
Based on the evaluation it can be concluded the project had a clear strategic road map that
addresses (what) sector/ value chain level dysfunctions, (how) by building competitiveness of
the MSEs (for what) to achieve improved enterprise performance that increases income, creates
jobs and improves livelihood of the targeted beneficiaries. The conceptual framework of the
project allowed for addressing key constraints in the selected subsectors (poor access to
business services, inefficiency in the supply chain, unfavourable business environment) which
could result improved enterprise performance (increase in productivity, lower cost of operations,
higher market price) and contribute to poverty alleviation (by increasing income, improving
livelihood, child nutrition, increased access to health and education). The interventions
undertaken by SLIPP rightly identified the need for increasing access to knowledge and
information (by improving the linkages with the value chain actors) and sustaining it through
increased institutional capacity of the farmers (by forming farmer groups).
SLIPP’s interventions had immediate impact on increasing income and improving livelihood of
the targeted beneficiaries in all the three subsectors. However, SLIPP had comparatively less
impact and control on creating jobs in fisheries and in the duck subsector. The region boasts the
largest fisheries clusters in the country with hundreds of large commercial scale fish farms
which have a huge push and pull affect on the value chain that outweighs the impact that could
be created by SLIPP in creating jobs by working with 450 small scale fish farms spread across
18 groups in several districts. Duck rearing is concentrated at household level and involves
household labor instead of hired labor. In comparison vegetable farmers employ large number
of labors at the farm level in production and harvesting. Thus, the impact on increased
production and productivity in the vegetable subsector is rapid and can clearly be attributed to
the interventions of SLIPP. With the exception of job creation, we find the selected subsectors
relevant to the objectives of SLIPP.
iii
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SLIPP strategically partnered with the public sector (for example SRDI) and the private sector
(for example Syngenta and Renata), engaged with both public (agricultural extension officers)
and private service providers (input retailers) and strengthened the capacity of the farmer
groups (by working with local change agents or leaders). This increased the effectiveness of the
interventions in terms of ownership of the beneficiaries and sustainability of the impacts. But the
efficiency of the project was affected by rapid expansion of project outreach (2500 against the
targeted 1200). SLIPP rapidly expanded the number of farmer groups (100 against the target of
48) and number of target beneficiaries at the later stage (after mid-term) of the project because
of the need for a feasible customer base for business services that were promoted by SLIPP
and also by the demands of the beneficiaries themselves. The groups formed at a later stage
did not show the similar responsiveness and capacities as did the groups formed at the early
stage of the project. We highly recommend that projects that aim at working with farmer groups
through a market facilitation approach plan for larger outreach right at the inception of the
project. Also, it is essential to have a scale-up strategy from the beginning of the project that
clearly shows the transition from pilot to scale-up and the milestones that will trigger the
transition.
Efficiency of the project was also affected because of high staff turn-over and limited staff
capacity of TraidCraft, Development Wheel and the 8 partner NGOs. The partnership with the
local NGOs was based on voluntary agreement because of which the PNGO staffs did not
prioritize field monitoring of the SLIPP groups and interventions. Besides, because of high turn
over the staffs could not be provided proper induction on the project’s approach, goal and
objectives and the interventions. The field staffs were more focused on organizing trainings and
lacked conceptual clarity on ensuring knowledge dissemination amongst the group members
sustaining the capacity of the groups and the linkages between the value chain actors.
Furthermore, group formation strategy requires time and monitoring– which became difficult as
the number of groups increased rapidly with no increase in project’s manpower. Market
facilitation projects strive on human resources. It is thus essential that the projects are given
sufficient funds to recruit and retain competent staffs and ensure staff development as a
continuous process. Also, partnership with PNGOs should be directed by milestones and full
time engagement rather than voluntary engagement.
In all the three subsectors SLIPP opted to intervene in the input supply and production systems
(scope to generate quick results) instead of market access (dependent on external macroeconomic factors). The strategy to prioritize quick win interventions proved to be effective in
building trust amongst the beneficiary groups which was required for later interventions with
long-term benefits like building linkages with supply chain actors and ensuring market access.
However, the project intervened in the interventions related to market access at a very late
stage (end of 4th year) because of which the impacts could not be scaled up.
Better access to services has been ensured especially from supply-chain and support actors.
Soil testing and ensuing balanced fertilization along with use of micronutrients and compost
benefited the vegetable farmers significantly, while medicine and vaccination training and
access to veterinary services reduced mortality rates among duck farmers. For fish farmers,
iv
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access to better quality fish seed, developed via training to hatcheries, improved their produce.
Developing linkages with SAAOs and other government officers proved most beneficial to
farmers as a source of information about business services as well as increasing their
negotiation power with supply chain and market actors. Overall, the beneficiaries in all the
subsectors have benefitted from higher productivity and lower cost of production. However,
improvements in market linkages have been sporadic primarily because the interventions were
undertaken at a late stage of the project.
Increase in income from vegetable production for the SLIPP beneficiaries in Mymensingh and
Netrokona (respectively 52% and 78%) was found to be much higher than the increase in
income from vegetable production for the control group farmers (respectively 20% and 22%).
Income of the SLIPP beneficiaries from fisheries increased by 62% increase in comparison to
21% increase in income of the control group farmers while income of the SLIPP beneficiaries
from duck rearing increased by 71% in comparison to the 26% increase in income of the control
group. The increase in income has helped to improve livelihood as the households reported
increased expenditure on education and health care. But, the interventions of SLIPP in
vegetable subsector had more impact on job creation (respectively 36% and 27% increase in
jobs in Mymensingh and Netrokona) than the interventions in fisheries subsector (13% increase
in jobs) and the interventions in the duck subsector (no substantial change reported).
The biggest success of SLIPP is that it was able to generate local ownership as the groups
were empowered to participate in the decision making process. The members in general feel
proud of their activities, are more aware about their rights, have improved network and
relationship with public and private service providers. The members of the groups understand
the benefit of the groups and some of the older groups have started to take initiatives with
indirect support (ideas) from SLIPP. This includes direct and bulk sales to traders, lobbying for
bridge to increase market access, lobbying for irrigation facilities etc. Nevertheless, from the
interaction with the group leaders and members it was observed that most of the groups still
need external support to organize, to brainstorm and to interact amongst themselves. This
necessitates a larger forum of the groups which could own and direct the groups once SLIPP
has phased out. SLIPP has initiated the process of forming an association that would represent
all the groups that were formed and facilitated by SLIPP. The process has not been completed
but it is expected that the group leaders will effectively pursue the process. DAE under the
NATP project has listed some of the vegetable farmer groups under CIG scheme and it is
expected that most of the vegetable farmer groups will become involved in CIG.
Formation of the groups has largely facilitated public and private service delivery. It is more
convenient for public extension service providers (for example Sub Assistant Agricultural
Officers or SAAOs and the Soil Resource Development Institute) and private service providers
(soil testers, input retailers etc.) to trace and target the farmers organized in groups rather than
individual farmers. This mutual benefit will play a large role in sustaining the groups and the
relationship between the groups and the public and private extension service providers.
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Based on the findings from the evaluation we conclude that SLIPP has mostly achieved its
targets of increasing income and improving livelihood. It has been widely successful in
generating social capital and empowering farmer groups while it has paved the way to ensure
sustained access to markets and business services. But the project did not have much impact
on gender empowerment and gender inclusiveness. While the project’s interventions on
compost technology and fertilization based on soil testing are relevant to sustainable agriculture
and environmental responsiveness, it did not have role in strengthening the capacity of the
farmers to cope with change in seasonality and change in cropping patterns arising from climate
change and disasters like flash flood and drought. Major weakness of the project lies on its
operations. The project’s strategy for rapid expansion was not in line with the project’s capacity.
This together with the loosely defined partnership arrangement with the PNGOs resulted weak
field monitoring and reduced the depth of impacts particularly with new groups and groups in
remote areas. The transition from pilot to scale up and the interventions on market access were
done at a late stage which reduced effectiveness.
Learning from these, we conclude that the SLIPP model for market facilitation could be much
more effective at a larger scale where the project have the capacity to recruit, train and retain
competent staffs, have the ability to effectively engage local partners and transfer knowledge
and capacity to the partners to manage farmer groups. Besides, since empowerment of the
farmer groups lies at the heart of the project, it would be essential to ensure the governance
structure of the groups from the very onset of the project so that the groups have self sufficiency
to operate effectively and ensure participation of larger number of farmer groups without support
from the project. Most importantly, it will ensure a clearer exit strategy for the project.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1Background
SLIPP is a five-year project co-funded by the European Union (75%) and Traidcraft Exchange
(25%). Officially commencing from 1st January 2007, the project was managed by Traidcraft
Exchange (TX) and implemented by Development Wheel (DEW) with 8 field-level partner NGOs
- Gono Kallayan Parishad (GKP), Gram Unnayan Sangstha (GRAUS), Unit For Social
Advancement (USA) and Grameen Manobic Unnayan Sangstha (GRAMAUS) in Mymensingh
and Women Develovment Organization (WDO), Activity For information of Basic Needs
(ARBAN), Jana Kallan Prochesta (JKP) and Sabalamby Unnayan Samity (SUS) in Netrokona.
Overall Objective of the SLIPP project was to reduce poverty among poor and marginalized
communities in Northern Bangladesh by increasing income and employment opportunities.
Specific objective was to increase the ability of marginalized MSEs and their producers to
benefit equitably from trade through undertaking following activities

Forming producer groups to enable sustainable and cost effective market access and
strengthening supply chain.



Building the capacity of the BS providers to provide affordable and quality business services
to MSEs in a sustainable manner.
Creating an institutional infrastructure of business support services for poor MSEs and
producers.




Influencing policy makers to ensure an enabling business environment for poor MSEs and
producers.

1.2 Objectives of the Evaluation
The final evaluation for SLIPP was commissioned with the following objectives:


Assess whether the project did the right interventions/facilitations looking at relevance,
output, impact and sustainability with respect to LFA.



Assess if the project organizational structure, management, planning and implementation
process were effective and efficient



Draw key strategic and programmatic lessons (both positive and negative) that can be used
for scaling up and developing future similar program/project

The specific objectives of the evaluation were:


To assess project management and support structure (project planning
implementation; resource management; support and backstopping from donors)

and

8
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To measure the effectiveness of the project in poverty reduction (increase in incomeincrease in productivity, and sales and decrease in production cost; increase in employment;
and creating sustainable livelihoods)



To assess the ability of the producers for getting benefit equitably from trade (increase in
understanding of the importance of Business Services; increase in demand for BS by
targeted producers; availability of BS to target producers; increase in take up of BS
amongst targeted producers; relationships between targeted producers/MSEs and other
value chain actors)



To assess stakeholders (inputs selling company, inputs seller, DAE, SRDI, DOF, DLS, etc)
understanding about the supply chains and support markets for selected sub-sectors (
stakeholders understanding about the need and value of BS; understanding about issues,
constraints and opportunities of the selected sub-sectors



To assess the capacity of local partners for developing and implementing market
development interventions (project management skill of partner and project staffs; and BS
and training facilitation skill of partner, project staffs and local consultant)



To assess cooperation and linkages and relationships amongst producers and service
providers (Service providers understanding about the importance of networking and
collaboration;status of information sharing and networking amongst service providers,
formation and functioning level of producers associations; relationship between producer
association and business service provider)



To asses influence over business environment ( influence over the institutional and business
environment through more effective networking, lobbying and advocacy, improvement in
institutional and policy environment for targeted supply chains) and assess specific
achievement of groups/associations in implementing policy/regulations from which they
have benefited.



To assess demand and supply of business services (number of producers/producer groups
better understand the importance of BS; increase in demand for BS; repeat business
customer satisfaction; availability of quality business services to producers; increase in
sustainability of service providers)



To assess why particular business/technical service that the project tried to introduce did not
work, why particular other services that were tremendously beneficial among many were not
adopted by others.

For details of the scope of the evaluation refer to Annex 3: Terms of Reference.

9
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1.3 Methodology
SLIPP was implemented over two districts, Mymensingh and Netrokona, with 68 groups in
Mymensingh and 33 in Netrokona. While vegetable groups were present in both districts, duck
farmers were exclusive to Netrokona and Fish farmers to Mymensingh. In order to evaluate, a
combination of interviews, KIIs, Focus group discussions (FGDs) and workshops was used.
Across the 16 Unions in which the project worked, the evaluation covered 15.
The evaluation process was executed in 5 phases:
Phase-1: Desk Review/Research of Project information
Phase-2: Interviews with Project Stakeholders
Phase-3: FGD with Groups and primary survey
Phase-4: Data entry, collation and analysis
Phase-5: Workshop with stakeholders
Phase-6: Data Analysis and Draft report writing
Phase-7: Final Submission
Detail of the process is given below in Table 1.:
Objective

Table 1: Research Process
Methodology

To collect information on achievements,
impacts and difficulties faced by the
project including the management
aspects
To assess the degree to which the
project has had the intended impact.
What could have been done differently
or better
Lessons learnt

To measure the degree of achievements
with respect to LFA

To validate the interview and FGD
findings and capture the overview

Desk Review/research of project information
Interviews with Project Management Team (PMT)
and partners
Interviews with Key project stakeholders:
197 Vegetable Farmers [96 Test, 101 control]
86 Fish Farmers [44 Test, 42 control]
29 Duck Farmers [15 Test,14 control]
8 Association Leaders
15 Business Service Providers
5 Public Service Providers
8 PNGO Staff
25 FGDs with producer groups [25% coverage]
16 FGDs with Vegetable producers’ groups
6 FGDs with Fish producers’ groups
3 FGDs with Duck producers’ groups
2 Stakeholder workshops with district-level
stakeholders – One in each District

10
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The findings from the evaluation were collated under five thematic areas of assessment:
Relevance: The project’s conceptual framework was assessed to determine the relevance of
the project design with respect to its goal. We reviewed the relevance of the selected
subsectors or value chains with respect to the goal of the project and the relevance of the
interventions in the sectors/ value chains with respect to the goal and objectives of SLIPP.
Efficiency: This includes the efficiency of resource allocation and management, field operations
etc.
Effectiveness: Whether or not the project’s operational approach was effective in addressing
the project’s objectives
Impact: What have been the impacts of the project with respect to its goal and overall
objectives and how far the project was able to achieve the impacts it intended for
Sustainability: Sustainability for the purpose of this evaluation was defined to be the sustained
capacity of the beneficiaries to continue to benefit from the interventions once the project
support is withdrawn. We therefore, tried to determine whether the project was able to transfer
the key resources and capacities that are essential for the beneficiaries through the
interventions that were implemented.
The findings from the assessment were then collated to determine the key learning and the
recommendations that would assist Traidcraft and DeW to better manage similar programs in
the future.

11
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CHAPTER 2: FINDINGS
2.1 Relevance
2.1.1 THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF SLIPP
SLIPP began with the aim to reduce poverty among poor and marginalized communities by
increasing their income and employment opportunities. The strategy chosen was to increase the
ability of marginalized, micro and small enterprises and their producers to benefit equitably from
trade. It is based on a facilitation model of developing the value chain as a whole for mutual
benefits of the producers and all other value chain actors they interact with.
It was determined that the project will intervene to address three generic problems in the
selected subsectors/ value chains- (i) poor access to business services, (ii) inefficient supply
chain and (iii) unfavorable business environment. These core problems lead to low productivity,
higher cost of operations, lower market price and slow growth in the market which then results
unemployment/ underemployment, low income and continuation of poverty. Figure 1 illustrates
the problem analysis that was at the heart of SLIPP project.
Figure 1: Problem Analysis

The results chain for SLIPP (Figure 2) therefore focuses on addressing the core constraints
such that beneficiaries could benefit from improved productivity, lower cost of operations, higher
market price and accelerated growth. To materialize the concept, it was essential that SLIPP
had an implementation framework that could support the strategic road map that was planned.
As can be seen in figure 3, the project organized its interventions into three strategic areas: (i)
create awareness and build capacity of the service providers, (ii) organize empower and build
capacity of the MSEs and (iii) engage public stakeholders and local administrations. These were
linked with several intermediate impacts (for example: capacity building of SPs leading to
provision of cost effective business services) resulting the final impacts (i) better business
services, (ii) efficient supply chain and (iii) enabling business environment.
12
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Figure 2: The Results Chain for SLIPP

Figure 3: The Implementation Framework of SLIPP
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In practice we found that the SLIPP model thus builds on the following pillars:
1. Forming producer groups to enable sustainable and cost effective market access and
strengthening supply chain.
2. Building the capacity of the BS providers to provide affordable and quality business
services to MSEs in a sustainable manner.
3. Creating aninstitutional infrastructure of business support services for poor MSEs and
producers.
4. Influencing policy makers to ensure an enabling business environment for poor MSEs
and producers.

These pillars or strategic intent of SLIPP are clearly linked to its goal. From the analysis of the
conceptual framework we thus conclude that the project had a clear strategic road map to
addresses sector/ value chain level imperfections (constraints), by building competitiveness of
the MSEs to achieve improved enterprise performance that could potential increase income and
improve livelihood of the targeted beneficiaries.

2.1.2 SUBSECTOR AND BENEFICIARY SELECTION
SLIPP intervened in the vegetable subsector and fisheries subsector in Mymensingh, vegetable
subsector in Netrokona and Duck subsector in Netrokona. The subsectors were selected
through a scoping mission conducted by a professional consulting firm. The subsectors that
were selected are supposed to be relevant with the project’s goal of increasing income, creating
employment and improving livelihood. Relevance with the targeted group of beneficiaries is
highly important. None of these ‘mandate criteria’ were considered for selection of the
subsectors. Therefore, the subsectors that SLIPP intervened in had varying impacts with
respect to the mandate.
Interventions in the vegetable subsector achieved impacts at all three levels- income,
employment and livelihood and benefitted large number of producers or farming households
who were relevant to the project’s mandate of reaching the marginalized farmers in the region.
Since self-labor does not generate additional income for the household, we defined employment
as increase in person days for hired labors. Given this, interventions on the duck subsector had
limited impact on employment since the households solely depend on self labor. However,
SLIPP had very good impact on income and livelihood of the targeted beneficiary households
engaged in duck rearing.
Mymensingh has a large and thriving fisheries subsector employing thousands of labors on the
backward and forward linkage. The enterprises are also relatively well off in terms of resources.
Field findings suggest that because of presence of larger fish farms it was initially difficult for the
14
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project to identify beneficiaries that could qualify to its mandate. Besides, it was also difficult to
achieve wider impact on employment in fisheries since the small scale fish farms do not employ
many labors in fish farming and trading. Even though income increased as a result of the
interventions undertaken by SLIPP, the impact was comparatively lower than vegetable. The
comparative analysis of the goal level impacts on the three subsectors is provided in section
2.4.3 .
SLIPP focused more on vegetable farmers (76 groups, 1900 beneficiaries) in comparison to
fisheries (18 groups, 450 beneficiaries) and duck subsector (6 groups, 150 beneficiaries). We
understand that the number of groups in duck was low because of low number of farm
households in the region. Number of groups in fisheries was low as there were not many fish
farmers who could qualify as per the project’s mandate. Number of groups in vegetable was
very high because of widespread production and large number of relevant beneficiaries. It can
thus be ascertained that SLIPP aimed to address the problem of relevance of the beneficiary by
increasing the number of farmer groups in vegetable in comparison to the other two subsectors.
The ranking criteria and matrix that we found to be more suitable for SLIPP is provided in
Chapter 3.

2.1.3 INTERVENTIONS
The sector level constraints were identified through sub-sector/ value chain analysis; the
constraints reflect a holistic approach. Most problems of access to business services, both
technical and business-related, are interlinked with inefficient supply chain and unfavorable
business environment. Thus, the intervention design addressed the constraints of access to
business services by delivering knowledge to the beneficiaries through relevant stakeholders.
The main strength of this facilitation method was the dual benefit of addressing the problems of
developing business service access while strengthening linkages between the beneficiaries and
important market actors; thus enhancing the effectiveness of the supply chain and building a
more favorable business environment for them. It is this core advantage of this intervention
design model which drove the results from the project and increased its sustainability.
The project opted to address some key constraints. For example; in vegetable, the problems lay
in improper soil fertility management arising from lack of soil testing services and awareness
about the benefit of soil testing, access to quality seeds, lack of use of compost and compost
technology (trichoderma), insecticides and pesticides management, lack of market access, etc
In duck, lack of knowledge about disease identification and management, lack of access to
veterinary services led to the current situation. In fisheries, quality of fish seeds, overstocking,
pond health, and market price were identified as key constraints.
The interventions that were designed and implemented address core constraints impacting the
beneficiaries’ productivity and profitability particularly in terms of knowledge gaps with few
exceptions. The core strength of the project lay in its design of the solutions, particularly in
choosing the correct stakeholder to implement the solution on the groups with maximum
15
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credibility and impact. For example, it partnered with one of the leading scientists and provider
of Trichoderma in the country and facilitated access to the raw materials by linking the provider
with the farmer groups. Later, to further strengthen the access to the raw materials, the project
facilitated linkage with one of the faculties of BAU who have been working extensively on
Trichocompost. The knowledge of these sources were found available amongst the
beneficiaries who were interviewed. A consistent check on mutual benefits between
stakeholders and beneficiaries increased the effectiveness of the interventions; thus proving
high relevance in stakeholder selection.

2.2 Efficiency
2.2.1 VALUE FOR MONEY
The project reached twice the target with the same fund and resources. The project began with
the aim to support 1200 farmers in 48 groups across three subsectors. At the completion of the
project, 2525 beneficiaries were reached in 101 groups in three subsectors. However, the
expansion was focused exclusively in Mymensingh and in the vegetable sector. The expansion
was driven by the following factors:


Scale up: The facilitation approach requires large base of beneficiaries to increase the
potential benefit for other market chain actors. The main benefit for the actors in interacting
with the groups is the platform it provides to disseminate information among many with
minimal effort. Thus, the bigger the platform is, the more attractive it becomes to the actors



Customer Base: When trying to facilitate better linkages and investment by large firms and
retailers to provide training to beneficiaries, the deal is only as good as the potential
customer base they will achieve from the endeavor. Thus, while approaching retailers and
large companies supplying inputs, the first and most important thing for them to know is the
size of the total outreach that can be accessed by working in the project. This impacts their
return on investment and help to deliver services effectively. Thus, a large group makes
facilitation easier and implementation better.



Beneficiary Interest: As the groups started to get the results of adopting the practices
learned from trainings organized by SLIPP, other non-SLIPP members expressed interest to
get involved in the project. SLIPP members helped them to form groups and get registered
under the project.

The total intervention budget for SLIPP was €600,000. Impact survey, conducted during the
evaluation revealed that the project facilitated creation of 23% increase in employment per
beneficiary per annum in all the three subsectors which is equivalent to 5.75 person-days per
annum per beneficiary. Accounting for this, the project invested around €10 per person day of
income which indicates at a strong value for money.
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2.2.2 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Group-based approach is generally human resource intensive, as it requires hand holding to
form and guide the groups. The project covered large areas with adverse travelling conditions.
The project’s core efficiency came from using PNGO staff with limited expense instead of fully
using project staff. In addition to cost-efficiency, using local PNGOs also made the project
execution better as the staff had better knowledge of locality, which beneficiaries to choose, the
relevant stakeholders and how to interact with them for maximum impact. This was crucial to the
project’s impact results.
However, it was found that the contract with the PNGOs was such that the PNGO staffs were
not engaged full time for SLIPP activities. This reduced the engagement of PNGO staffs in the
field and resulted weak monitoring and follow-up as a result of which groups that were in
proximate locations (for example Boruna in Netrokona, Boyra Bottola in Mymensingh) showed
better impacts in comparison to groups in remote locations like Bororchor).
The market facilitation approach requires competent staffs and institutional knowledge on the
project’s approach, its goal and mandate. The staffs need to continuously learn about the
market opportunities, incentives and challenges and improve interventions for deeper impacts
and sustainability. It is therefore essential to retain the same people throughout the project as
changing people mid-way greatly reduces the efficiency of execution. In this aspect, the project
suffered heavily as both the project and its partner NGOs observed frequent staff turnover. It
was revealed to us by the project management that many of the staffs of the management as
well as PNGOs resigned for higher salaries and better scope of work. High staff turnover
impacted the execution of the project in the first two years; delaying progress of the project as
new staffs did not have the time to learn about the project’s mandate and approach.
When a new person entered the role, a thorough induction was required so that the new recruits
understood the roles and responsibilities of the project. In addition, the relationship developed
with the groups and other actors also needed to be re-established with the new person for
uninterrupted continuation of the project. Further interactions with the PNGO staff revealed that
low salaries and increasing pressure of work discouraged many employees from carrying on.
For both Project and PNGO staff, many used the initial work experience of the project to often
switch to other projects.
As the project design did not account nor budget for repeated inductions, the replacements
were not properly briefed on the project in many cases. The core problem that impacted the
project was communication gap that developed between project staffs and PNGO staff
concerning monitoring and follow-up. The project staffs understood that it was the responsibility
of the PNGO staffs to do the monitoring and drive the post-training knowledge dissemination
amongst the farmers. However, it was revealed from interviews with the PNGO staffs, that many
of the new staffs thought their responsibility was limited to organizing the groups and their
trainings with monitoring and follow-up being done by the project staff. As a result, while the
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trainings were done, their dissemination among all group members was generally low and
dependent on the interest of the members and the skill and willingness of group leaders
themselves. However, overall, the effort and ownership demonstrated by the PNGO and project
staff was crucial to the project’s success, particularly in forming the groups and guiding them
towards effective functionality.

2.3 Effectiveness
2.3.1 EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PARTNERSHIP WITH PNGO
The facilitation model required field-level monitoring, networking and organizing for
implementation. In order to do so, Traidcraft worked with Development Wheel (DEW), and
partnered with 8 field-level NGOs – Gono Kallayan Parishad (GKP), Motivation Awareness
Training & Implementation (MATI), Unit For Social Advancement (USA) and Grameen Manobic
Unnayan Sangstha (GRAMAUS) in Mymensingh and Women Develovment Organization
(WDO), Activity For information of Basic Needs (ARBAN), Jana Kallan Prochesta(JKP) and
Sabalamby Unnayan Samity (SUS) in Netrokona.
The partnership with PNGOs worked very well in establishing control over the groups and the
other actors despite geographical challenges, staff turnovers and doubling of beneficiaries over
target. The partnerships allowed complex interventions like linkage building to be implemented
within budget constraints. Nonetheless, there were areas where the terms and conditions of the
partnerships could be improved. As has been explained in the previous section, the respective
PNGO staffs were employed only part-time which meant often their own projects were
prioritized over SLIPP. Thus, field operations and monitoring was negatively impacted. In some
cases, the Project staff stepped in themselves to make the intervention work. For example, in
the Boruna Vegetable Group, their soil testing training was given directly by SLIPP staff.
Cooperation between project and PNGO staff was effective; though communication gaps did
develop in some cases. The partnership was further strained when the project expanded from
64 to 100 groups in the last two years.
Each PNGO assigned 2 staffs on a part time basis meaning a total of 16 staff from 8 PNGOs
were employed part time for the 100 groups. However, since the expansion was almost
exclusively in Mymensingh, the staff to beneficiary ratio was skewed. In Mymensingh, by project
end, there were 68 groups managed by 8 staff of the partner NGOs, i.e. an average of 8.5
groups or approximately 213 beneficiaries per staff. While the ratio at Netrokona remained at 4
groups/ staff meaning each staff was responsible for 100 beneficiaries only. This lopsided
deployment of staff reduced effectiveness of PNGO Staff in Mymensingh who were stretched.

2.3.2 CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
PNGOs identified a few capacities that they plan to carry forward. In the process of facilitating
linkages of beneficiaries with retailers, marketing officers from large firms and government
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officials, their own relationship with these actors have been strengthened. In particular, their
relation with the SAAO has been greatly beneficial and they plan to continue the relationship for
their other projects.
Some NGOs like GRAMAUS, SHABOLOMBI, JKP, WDO have integrated groups into their
micro-credit and enterprise loan programs, which shows they have taken ownership of the
project and bodes well for the group’s sustainability. Lastly, for many PNGO staff, this was the
first time working in a facilitation model with group-based approach which they have learned
from and plans to integrate if possible in their future projects.

2.3.3 EFFECTIVENESS OF FARMER GROUPS
SLIPP aimed to empower the farmers by making them aware of their rights and by building their
capacities to identify their problems and find solutions. The ‘self help groups’ were thus at the
heart of service delivery (advocacy, lobbying, negotiation etc), enterprise development and
sustainability for SLIPP. The evaluation reveals that the strategy to form farmer groups was
effective since the private and public services are now directed through the farmer groups. The
farmer groups have given both the public sector and the private sector an instrument to increase
accessibility to their services and products. For instance, it was evident that the block
supervisors are now increasingly using the farmer groups to provide their services. DAE and
DLS was also using the farmer groups for their training and demonstration campaigns. The core
advantage of affecting large number of people by working with few individuals is what allowed
the depth and variety of interventions to be executed within project’s resource.
The functioning of farmer groups depends largely on leaders or change agents. In SLIPP, these
individuals were the group leaders. It takes time to build leadership and the social capital that is
essential for proper functioning of the farmer groups. The evaluation reveals that the project
developed farmer groups from the inception till 4th year since the inception. Because of these,
the newer groups did not get the time to build the leadership and the social capital.
Consequently, at project’s end we see the newer groups lacked the effectiveness of the older
ones. It was thus essential that SLIPP completed development of the farmer groups by 3rd year
at the least which would have given the project sufficient time to improve the capacity of all the
farmer groups.
Vottopara vegetable producers’ group awarded agro-machinery subsidy from DAE
through effective networking and negotiation
25 vegetable famers from Vottopara village of Netrokona Sadar joined with SLIPP in 2008.
SLIPP supported them to develop into a Self Help Group (SHG) and built their capacity on both
technical skill-production knowledge and rights based initiatives-networking, lobbying,
negotiation and advocacy skill; which in turn empowered the farmers to benefit from collective
initiatives as well as engage in effective networking and dialogue with government stakeholders
on an ongoing basis. For instance, Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) announced to give 25%
subsidies on selected agricultural farm machineries to farmer groups and Department of
Agriculture (DAE) implemented the policy. Lal Chan Miah, president of Vottopara vegetable
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producers’ group, came to know the information from Upazilla DAE office and shared it amongst
group members in a monthly group meeting and decided to apply for a power tiller machine
which they could use for multi operations like irrigation, tillage, transportation, threshing, rice
milling, etc. Accordingly, in June 2011, they applied and awarded the subsidy and bought a
power tiller for BDT 82,500, while regular market price was BDT 110,000. In last six months, the
group rented out the power tiller and made profit of BDT 54,000, where rental fee and operating
costs were respectively BDT 90000 and BDT 36000. The group also established an IPM club
and is now getting support from DAE on disease and other on-farm management. Lal Chan said
“We developed good relationship and linkage with government offices through SLIPP which
help us to get benefit from existing government policy and extension services.”
Source: SLIPP

2.3.4 EFFECTIVENESS OF PARTNERSHIP WITH PUBLIC SERVICE PROVIDERS
Among all the interventions, the linkage developed with the Public Service Providers, especially
the SAAOs were considered most impactful by the beneficiaries across all three sub-sectors.
Public service providers have high credibility and authority; thus a high degree of influence over
the beneficiaries’ business environment. That is why involving them effectively in the project
was so important in creating a favorable business environment for the beneficiaries. As per
interviews with SAAO in Netrokona and Mymensingh, what was most effective about the project
was the training given to build the capacity of beneficiaries and other market actors while most
necessary intervention currently remains in generating a stable market for the produce. Group
training is more efficient than one-on-one training in impacting number of beneficiaries within a
short time. Concerning the types of trainings given, the farmers are more conducive to training
given with demonstration plots than just verbal knowledge sharing as the results are more
convincing. Other than trainings, they also attended a few group meetings. Overall, the
establishing of linkages between the farmers and government staff has been very positive.
The facilitation process worked well, because of stronger partnership with public extension
service providers. Each SAAO has approximately 30,000 farmers within their territory, which
stretches their capacity and makes it improbable to reach the farmers. However, when working
with SLIPP groups they only have to talk to one person to disseminate any new information to
rest of the group. Also, by attending group meetings, they can interact with 25-30 people at a
time in one place. Besides, when it comes to solving problems, the official can help solve the
problem of one group member and through dissemination, he will effectively solve the problem
for all within the group having the same problem. It is this advantage of using SLIPP groups as
a platform to interact with the farmers within his block which initially attracted the SAAO’s
cooperation. With repeated interaction, a strong relationship developed with the officials and the
farmers also learned to articulate their problems more clearly; thus making it easier for the
SAAOs to solve them. In short, working with SLIPP groups made it easier for the officials to do
their own job which drove the relationship through mutual benefit.
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One SAAO in Netrokona mentioned he now gets 50-70 calls per day directly from farmers
where 4 years ago it was 10-12. They not only reach out to the officials for help with production
problems but also to deal with market problems. During peak planting season, the farmers were
often exploited with adulteration and overpricing of inputs. For example, the price of Urea is
Tk.1000/kg. Now, even if the price asked for is Tk.1020, the farmers call upon the assistance of
SAAO, due to their authority over such matters.
The scope and opportunity of work for the government officials have increased which they take
as a positive sign of doing a better job. Some areas of concern remain for the officials like
source of quality seeds for the vegetable farmers. For Netrokona, the SAAO’s concern was
about encouraging soil testing as he believes the soil health is in dire condition and the practice
of soil testing needs to spread much faster which is a lucrative opportunity for scaling up of the
project. Also, for both Mymensingh and Netrokona, their primary concern is to address the
volatility of price in the market which is detrimental to agriculture as a whole. As for the SLIPP
groups, their concern is if the monitoring and interaction that SLIPP provided is stopped, the
groups will become inactive and fall apart.
Improved vegetable farming changed Gani’s Livelihoods
Md. Abdul Gani, a father of 2 children, is a small farmer in Baruamari village of Gauripur
Upazilla under Mymensingh district. He used to cultivate vegetables in 50 decimal lands and
could not manage his livelihood with his negligible income. After joining SLIPP producer group,
Gani received training from trained retailer and Sub-assistant Agriculture Officer of Department
of Agriculture Extension (DAE). Having these training he increased his vegetable productivity
and reduced his production cost through improved cultivation practices.
In 2008, before training, he cultivated brinjal and red amaranth in 50 decimal land and earned
profit of BDT 14,800 where production cost and sales revenue were BDT 17,700 and BDT
32,500, respectively. In 2009, after training, he diversified his production practices and
cultivated brinjal, radish and red amaranth in the same land. Profit stood at BDT 34,500 where
production cost and sales revenue were BDT 21, 300 and BDT 55,800, respectively. In 2010, he
changed his production mix to maximize his profit and cultivated brinjal, tomato and radish and
profit stood at BDT 50,400 where production cost and sales revenue were BDT 28,900 and BDT
79,300, respectively.
Gani said that “I am very happy with my profit. My two sons are now going to school. We are
taking good food. I also leased 10 decimal lands for vegetable cultivation. Hope it will further
increase my profit, if so, I will use it for house renovation.”
Source: SLIPP

2.3.5 EFFECTIVENESS OF PARTNERSHIP WITH PRIVATE SECTOR
SLIPP worked with three major companies, among which 2, Renata and Syngenta were
interviewed for the purposes of evaluation. In both cases, the companies understood the terms
of their involvement and the objectives of their interaction with great clarity. Syngenta worked
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mainly in building capacity of trade partners, i.e., retailers. Subjects covered were on agriculture,
especially modern cultivation practices, new seed varieties and institutional link with marginal
farmers. Both firms depend on foreign imported hybrid seeds and feed with many variants as
per market requirements. While vegetable farmers still depend largely on seeds saved from
previous seasons, due to project interventions, availing hybrid seeds has become easier for the
beneficiaries and the rate of their use has increased.
Working with large firms gives access to a ready channel to reach out to relevant stakeholders
like input-selling retailers. However, large firms are also more difficult to convince as their
investment is higher. The results were very clear. Syngenta split up the national market into 10
divisions. Among them, vegetable seed business was insignificant and nearly negligible in the
Mymensingh division and was last among all. Now, after the project, the division has become 3rd
highest vegetable seed selling region. The biggest change that Syngenta did was to bring out
the 5gm seed packet for the marginal farmers. Before, the smallest packets were 50gm as they
only targeted mid to large farmers. Initially, small-packets made up 1-2% of the total vegetable
seeds sales, now they make up 10%. This showed that the sheer number of small farmers
make up for their limited purchase.
Syngenta’s primary motivation behind joining in the project was to maintain their brand value to
newer markets which had growth potential. Before the mini packs, retailers use to cut up the
bigger packets into smaller ones to sell to farmers. Not only did the open packets damage the
quality of seeds, retailers also mixed in other seeds to adulterate the product. As a result, the
farmers often suffered and in turn Syngenta would lose credibility of quality. Releasing the minipacks solved those problems. In addition, better performance and relations developed with the
farmers through field demonstrations has built the company’s reputation as a whole among the
beneficiaries and others. As a result, the sale of other products like their pesticide and fertilizer
has also increased faster than before. The confidence of Syngenta in this strategy is clear, as
they have now executed the same strategy in Comilla, Chittagong and Barisal on their own. In
the future they plan to expand further in Bogura or Barisal.
Habibur Rhaman has increased okra productivity through quality seeds.
Md Habibur Rhaman is a farmer and small inputs retailer in Boira village of Mymensingh Sadar.
Boira is okra growing cluster area. The farmers in this village mostly used loose seeds and local
varieties; their productivity was usually low due to higher disease and pest infestation. Habibur
joined with SLIPP as a farmer and business service provider in 2008. SLIPP partnered with
Syngenta to build capacity of input sellers (business service provider) on improved cultivation
practice including inputs management. Syngenta selected Habibur for their input sellers’ training
and trained him on improved vegetable cultivation technique including okra. It was expected that
through this training, Habibur would be able to provide information and knowledge on improved
vegetable cultivation practices and promote the use of quality seed amongst farmers.
In 2008, Habibur cultivated okra on 30 decimals of land with seed he bought from the local
bazaar and made profit of BDT 9700 where production cost, productivity and sales revenue
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were BDT 10800 (in which seed cost was BDT 660), 2.05 ton and BDT 20,500 respectively. In
2009, he cultivated okra through quality hybrid seed and followed improved cultivation practices
based on the knowledge that he acquired during the training. Impact assessment showed that
productivity almost doubled in 2009 (from 2.05 ton to 4.0 ton). Gross profit stood at BDT 24,400
where production cost and sales revenue were BDT 15,600 (in which seed cost was BDT 1600)
and BDT 40,000, respectively.
Habibur said that “such results have increased my reputation as a good and knowledgeable
farmer and retailer, leading to increased sales of hybrid okra seed in the area. SLIPP producers
and other neighboring farmers follow my advice in their cultivation practices. As demonstration
effect, other neighboring farmers want to join with SLIPP producer group.
Source: SLIPP

2.4 Impacts
2.4.1 OUTPUT LEVEL IMPACTS

Figure 4: Soil Testing Adoption Rate

I.
Access to Business Services
Access to business service focused on
aspects both technical and business
related. Trainings gave knowledge on
better production techniques while
linkage building activities ensured the
access to necessary purchases required
for those practices. In this aspect, the
project’s impact varied depending on
the business service.
Soil Testing – Vegetable and Fish farmers: Soil testing was highly essential to vegetable
farmers as the report gave instructions on proper fertilizer requirements of the soil based on the
crop to be harvested. The ensuing balanced fertilization would lead to the yield increase
expected for the beneficiaries of the project. In our FGDs we found awareness of Soil testing to
be nearly universal. Not only that, but due to demonstration plots and results of beneficiaries
who have used soil testing, the beneficiaries are also convinced of the effectiveness of soil
testing. However, the problem lay in the fact that while awareness was high, direct use of it is
low – about 8-10 in Netrokona and 16-18 members in Mymensingh out of 25 group members,
as observed in our FGDs. Our primary survey (Fig.4) however showed encouraging results with
64% increase in soil-testing. In the district level workshops, the discrepancy between not
performing soil-test and yet using balanced fertilization as per soil-test report was explained with
the following reasons:
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They take the advice of local experts like the SAAO instead
Copy the fertilizer ratio of neighboring farmer who did the soil test.
Believe that the soil is good enough and requires no testing.

Overall, adoption in Mymensingh is higher than in Netrokona probably due to the proximity of
the only Soil testing facility, which is SRDI in Mashkanda, Mymensingh.
Jalal Uddin has increased Brinjal productivity by 31% through soil testing
Md. Jalal Uddin, is a vegetable producer from Mathhkhola, Baruamari, Gouripur under
Mymensingh district. He reduced cost of fertilizer by 24% (from BDT 6650 to BDT 5065, for 50
decimal lands) and increased around 31% yield of tomato (from 5440 to 7150 kg, from 50
decimal lands). He said “I was under the misconception that the more fertilizers I apply, the
better yield I will get. As a result, I used to apply too much fertilizer in my land, yet the yield was
not satisfactory. After joining with SLIPP, I came to know the benefits and importance of soil
testing from Mr. Golam Hossain, a trained soil collector. I decided to try out the service and
have reaped the benefits – I have significantly lowered my cost and increased my yield. Now I
have adequate knowledge about soil testing and have also informed my fellow producers. I will
avail soil testing service in coming season for the rest of the land that I own. In our area more
than 300 farmers have tested their soil test and now Baruamari is a model soil testing village”.
Source: SLIPP
Balanced Fertilization: Based on the information acquired from Soil Testing, balanced
fertilization created relatively significant business impact and is widely practiced by
beneficiaries. Although soil testing incidences are low among group members, the results from
those tests are used by all, shared through group meetings and informal sharing. On average,
fertilizer costs reduced by about 40% as per beneficiaries’ response during FGDs. From our
primary survey, the beneficiaries revealed their sources of information about balanced
fertilization have not only increased in quality but also in numbers (Fig.5). This means the
Figure 5: Source of Information about balanced fertilization
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farmers are taking information from more sources than before, a clear indication the importance
of balanced fertilization has increased for them.
As can be seen in Figure 5, although information from retailers and other business men have
decreased by (3% and 7% respectively) all other sources are being used more now. Most
important is the increase of government sources by 56% as their quality and accuracy of
information would be better than the rest. In addition, one must also notice the development of
new sources of information like Company representatives (3%), Local Service Providers (17%)
and NGOs (28%). Although a high percentage in NGO is not positive, the multiple sources of
information revealed what has been confirmed through FGDs, the beneficiaries will not face any
problem if the NGOs cease to provide information since the beneficiaries are now better linked
with the public and private service providers.
Arbitrary use of fertilizers often destroyed the crops before. In addition to reduced use of
chemical fertilizers, following the soil test report also led to higher use of micronutrients like Zinc
and Boron. This FGD response concurs with our findings from primary survey (Fig.6) showing a
62% increase in use of micronutrients among SLIPP members as opposed to 31% increase
among non-SLIPP members. In general, there have been some instances of copying, but
mostly, as per information from SAAO interview, Soil health has also become an increasingly
important issue for the government as well and there have been many government initiatives to
increase the general awareness about the use of micronutrients.
Figure 6: Use of Micronutrients

Use of Compost: Generally, compost use has also increased as beneficiaries now agree the
soil cannot remain healthy without use of compost. They are aware of the importance of
compost use which has led to greater use as seen in the survey (Fig 7). Ready access to
natural materials like manure and leaves are readily found in the surroundings leading to the
92% adoption rate.
Use of Trichoderma compost is low however, as identified in our FGDs [3-5 out of 30 members],
probable bottlenecks identified were:
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High initial set-up cost [ring-based
production]
Large amount of fertilizer needed,
which requires a lot of time and
hassle.

Figure 7: Compost Use

Thus,
for
SLIPP,
cost
cutting
interventions like these show clear
impact which builds credibility for further
work with the groups.
Use of Pesticide: In pesticide use,
successful impact has been erratic. In some groups especially farmer groups close to the main
city in Mymensingh, the groups had great benefit from the trainings and some even use
advanced pheromone traps instead of pesticides. Among the groups in remote locations of
Netrokona and Mymensingh however, the vegetable farmers have been could not rightly recall
any knowledge about pesticide use in particular. Usually, they ask the retailers or use the
instructions written on the bottle. As for the types of pesticides used, most farmers use
pesticides as a curative measure, buying medicines to treat their produce after any signs of
infection shows on the produce.
Seed Selection: Selection of quality seeds
was a crucial gap in the farmers’ production
practices. Other practices may damage
yield, but bad seeds can make the whole
harvest fail; which has been known to
happen. SLIPP tried to address this by
incorporating information on seed selection
on the trainings that were provided to the
business service providers and also to the
farmers through DAE and the private sector
companies.

Figure 8: Source of Vegetable Seed

As shown in Figure 8, although most of the seeds are still sourced from own (49%), government
(38%) and retailer (54%) as before, the change with baseline is significant. As revealed in
Figure 9 among both SLIPP (Test) and Non-SLIPP (Control) members, the use of own seeds
have increased (22%) and dependency on retailers have decreased (-13%). The project’s
contribution lies in 33% increase in government sourcing which may be attributed to better
relations with government officials.
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However, the benefits also came from another point. The trainings were given by Syngenta
along with demonstration plots. Also, since the project staff helped the beneficiaries to establish
linkage with Syngenta, they had a natural trust in the product, which helped them secure higher
quality seeds as Syngenta introduced mini packs. Thus, even though general purchase of seeds
from retailers has decreased, Syngenta has enjoyed higher sales due to the growing reputation
and trust of customers leading to preferring their brands to others. This is an encouraging trend
since if Syngenta gains market share through this venture, the competition is likely to follow
through to win it back.
Through interviews with government staff, Syngenta and input sellers, we found the supply of
quality seeds to be insufficient and also inconsistent as all the seeds are hybrid seeds imported
from abroad. The main problem was retailers often adulterated or sold fakes of the brands. Now
since many groups engage in bulk buying, the combined order size is significantly large now
that retailers don’t want to
Figure 9: Change in source of seed against Baseline
risk losing them as a group.
We conclude that since the
issues in vegetable seeds lie
with the supply itself, seed
selection techniques are not
as
impactful
with
beneficiaries.
Rather,
developing
group-buying
behaviour
may
induce
retailers to give better supply
and avoid malpractices.
Medicine and Vaccination for Duck Farmers: The primary concern for duck farmers was the
high mortality rates of their ducks. Thus, this intervention had the most significant impact of all
business services provided to Duck Rearers’ Groups. 30%-40% [6/13 ducks or so] mortality rate
led to not only loss of revenue but sunk cost of all the feed and maintenance behind them. The
groups were trained on how to keep the livestock, disease management and control, cures and
medicines and proper duck feed. Due to disease management and control, the mortality rate is
1-2 ducks per season now. In addition, the beneficiaries can now identify and cure diseases on
their own. Since less ducks die every season, they can buy more next season and expand their
flock rapidly. What is truly interesting is how the beneficiaries are now using the same
techniques to identify and cure diseases in their other livestock like cow, goats etc. Thus cross
sector impact of the interventions is also helping the beneficiaries.
II.

Supply Chain Efficiency:

Linkage with Input Sellers: Linkage with input sellers has improved across all sectors, in terms
of bargaining strength mainly. For vegetable farmers, the problem was each retailer has a large
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number of farmers, each with small purchasing power. Thus, even if the retailers lost a
customer, it did not matter. As a result, supply chain inefficiencies of overpricing and
adulteration was rampant in peak season which exploited the farmers.
After forming SLIPP groups, the relationship improved for the farmers. Since a retailer usually
serves customers within his locale, most group members used to buy from the same shop
individually. Now, whether they buy individually or as groups, the retailer’s reputation will quickly
spread among the SLIPP members. The incidences of malpractice reduced greatly as retailers
realized now they stand to lose not just one customer but 25-30 of them at a go. Conversely, the
retailers which proactively got involved with training and other business services to the SLIPP
members also got the benefit. Now, since each group usually deals exclusively with one retailer
for their inputs, the retailers have a steady sustainable customer base. most group members
used to buy from the same shop
Also, when the SLIPP farmers succeeded after the 1st year of the project, news of their success
spread among non-SLIPP members. Consequently, these retailers gained new customer base
due to their improved reputation. Thus, a relationship based on mutual benefits has developed
between the beneficiaries and retailers. The retailers working with SLIPP groups give additional
services like visiting the farmers on-field to suggest medicines for a diseased crop or livestock
only after personally examining it. However, the interests of the farmers and retailers do not
always perfectly match. Not all SLIPP members want quality with every input; they always
bargain for the best quality at the lowest of prices while retailer plans to maximize his profit.
When considering inputs with volatile quality like seeds; there is still chance of bad inputs
despite best relations. Some exploitation still occurs during peak season, but usually gets
stopped by group leaders or government staff like SAAOs when informed by groups.
Linkage with Large Firms: Relations with large firms like Syngenta and Renata has also
developed through SLIPP. For vegetable farmers for example, demonstration plots arranged by
Syngenta helped to convince farmers about the quality of their product as well as successfully
introduce new products into the market. By building the relationship with the beneficiaries
directly, they have managed to get a sustainable customer base both for current products and
future endevours. For duck farmers, Renata demonstrated proper feeding techniques to
promote its brand of poultry feed. For Renata, sales have been encouraging demonstrating the
potential for SLIPP to open up new market opportunities. Overall, although linkage with retailers
has strengthened, the trust required for consistent stable business is yet to develop due to past
interactions.
Linkage with forward market traders: Generally, impact on market access was not as strong
as the impacts on input supply. This was primarily because SLIPP worked in small territory with
limited number of beneficiaries which limited its scope to have impact on market access related
problems (for example: higher market price) since these are caused by market dysfunctions at
the regional and the national level (for example increase in production and supply of cucumber
in the national market leading to lower market price). Also, SLIPP intervened to improve market
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access related conditions at late stage of the project (mostly after 3rd year for most groups)
because of which it had limited time to increase the depth of its interventions. As explained in
the anecdote below, much of the success related to market access came from collective selling
but it was generally confined to older groups.
Collective selling brings success to Boira vegetable producer groups
Boira is a village under Sadar Upazilla of Mymensingh District. Vegetable cultivation is the major
source of livelihood for the farmers in Boira. In Boira, SLIPP worked with 150 small-scale
vegetable farmers (who had 20 to 60 decimal lands) and organized them into 5 groups since
2008. Since the farmers produced vegetable in small piece of land, their production volume was
low and thus they lacked the capacity to bargain with market actors for better prices and
services. They got low quality inputs and low prices, and they incurred higher costs of
transportation, rental of equipment, machines and storage.
SLIPP encouraged these farmers to form farmer group and promoted collective purchase of
inputs, collective marketing. SLIPP also trained the farmer groups on negotiation with traders. In
2009, Boira vegetable producer groups organized a linkage building workshop (along with a
vegetable-fair) with vegetable traders and showcased their products and other group based
initiatives, and both parties discussed their buying and selling requirements and facilities.
Afterward Boira vegetable producers groups started group selling with district level traders from
2010. This reduced transportation costs by 50% (from BDT 1 per kg to BDT 0.50 per kg) which
ultimately increased their profit from vegetable farming. Besides, it has also been reported that
the farmers are getting advance payment from the traders which solved their financial problems
during production period. This tangible benefit encourages farmers to do other group based
initiatives such as negotiation and lobbying with public service providers and other value chain
actors.
Md Muklasur Rhaman Mukul, a group farmer, said that “we used to sell our vegetables
individually, yet the transportation cost was high, almost two times. Group selling has reduced
our transportation cost and saved our time also since one of our group members only managing
the selling arrangements. Traders find us as important suppliers for them.”
Source: SLIPP

iii. Favorable Business Environment
Linkage with Government Service Providers: Among all the works of SLIPP, the one most
appreciated by beneficiaries has been the linkage developed with Government Service
Providers; in particular the SAAOs. Their combination of knowledge and authority enables them
with the right capacities to help the beneficiaries the most. Before the project, interactions
between the parties occurred anything between once in 2 months to once in 6 months. Farmers
require guidance of knowledgeable individuals when in trouble. And although the SAAOs are
deployed for that purpose, the sheer number of farmers each officer is in charge of makes the
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work nearly impossible to do properly. When the groups were introduced to them, it provided an
easier solution to carrying out their responsibilities; in return they provided the training and
advices as facilitated by SLIPP staff.
The repeated interactions built a relationship most beneficial for the groups. The groups could
ask their queries as one to their respective SAAOs and since combined, the groups have
significant importance; the SAAOs try to be as helpful as possible. They visit at least monthly
and sometimes even attend the monthly meetings to meet all the members at once. The
purpose is to get a clear idea of the current situation that the farmers are in and to share any
information which might help them. The SAAOs also worked as facilitators themselves –
establishing links with higher offices at Upazilla and district level officials which was essential in
achieving lobbying and advocacy goals explained in the Lobbying and Advocacy Impacts.
Networking and Information Sharing: Group-based approach work well with facilitation model
because it provides a feasible platform for market chain actors to work with the beneficiaries;
providing a way to impact large group of people by interacting with few. This multiplier effect is
effective if the groups managed to network with the right actors. Networking is also important for
within the group; as the unity and functionality of the group is crucial for its attractiveness to the
other actors.
SLIPP was successful in establishing a network of retailers, wholesalers and public and private
service providers to work with the groups. The older groups showed clear networking strength
as they mentioned multiple sources for each business service – with none being SLIPP staff. By
expanding their sources of services, they improve their access and become less dependent on
any single actor and thus less likely to be exploited.
Regional Association: SLIPP planned to develop four regional Associations- Vegetable and
Fish Groups’ Association in Mymensingh and Vegetable and Duck Groups’ Association in
Netrokona. Later it was decided that SLIPP will support to develop two associations only districtwise. It was envisioned that the associations will provide leadership to the groups and help to
sustain the groups.
However, the Association had to first ensure involvement of the representative of all groups, or
the leaders of the groups, under one platform for decision making. Now, as the groups have
demonstrated, their strengths lie in the competency of the group leader and the cooperation of
its members. This lacked in the process of building the association since the leaders are from
geographically distant areas with limited interaction. Initial forming and norming has thus been
slow. In Netrokona, during the district-level workshop, conflict about the direction of the
Association was clear, while Mymensingh Association has not given thoughts to the purpose of
the Association as they have prioritized registering with the Government bodies first for any
added benefits. The election to select the 13 members of the Association in Netrokona has
been completed. Also, they have applied for registration with Government Offices. However, no
justifiable case can be made for the Association itself being active right now. If the project ends,
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the Association is not stable and unified enough for it to stand on its own right now. In order to
strengthen the market end strength of beneficiaries and the sustainability of the groups, an
effective functional Regional Association will be very important.

2.4.2 PURPOSE LEVEL IMPACT
Cost of Production and Marketing: The main advantage gained from SLIPP has been the
practice of group selling and carrying, which has reduced individual transportation cost greatly.
In many cases, Boruna, Tarakanda, etc., the groups have become known as one entity with
substantial production volume. Consequently the wholesalers come to the village directly to buy
the produce – saving the carrying cost for the beneficiaries while providing a large supply of
vegetables in place with consistent quality for the wholesalers. In Jaformondolpara, the
wholesalers regularly come from Dhaka since the area of Bororchar is nationally known for its
tomato production.
In general, there have been few instances of wholesalers coming in to purchase, generally, the
farmers have yet to demonstrate the unity required for group selling. In duck farming, due to the
size, weight and transporting complexities of yield, there has been greater incidence of group
selling. Thus, 37% of the beneficiaries have seen improvements in the market prices of their
products. In addition, from the workshop we found that in vegetable farming the groups can now
bargain about Tk.3 more per kilo whereas before they had no bargaining power at all. Along
with decrease in carrying costs, the interventions on increasing productivity and improving cost
efficiency have improved the profitability of the beneficiaries’. Table 4 summarizes the impacts
on cost of production and marketing.
Table 4: Productivity per Acre of Land for Vegetable Farmers

Production cost
(BDT)
Production (Ton)
Sales (Ton)
Sales (BDT)
Profit (BDT)
Profitability

Mymensingh
8%

Netrokona
3%

51%
57%
36%
170%
31%

36%
44%
30%
166%
52%

As can be seen in the table above, even though production costs have risen minimally due to
natural inflation, the yield, volume sold and value of sales has all increased greatly. Thus, profits
have gone up by 170% and 166% in Netrokona respectively. This has increased the profitability
of the farmers in Mymensingh and Netrokona by 31% and 52% respectively. It should be noted
that the market price for the products (vegetable, fish and duck) that SLIPP intervened in was
determined by national demand and supply situation. SLIPP did not have much influence on
this. However, it was evident in several cases where the producers were selling in groups that
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the producers benefitted from direct market access as the commission for the middlemen was
not incurred.
Market Access: Developing Market Access was one of the core objectives to achieving a
favorable business environment. Also, regardless of production improvements and cost
efficiency measures, sustainable increase in income is not possible without stable market
prices. The problem with agriculture industry as a whole, affecting all sectors in varying degrees,
is that every crop or livestock has its own cycle. The cycles occur at particular times of the year,
when since everyone produces simultaneously, the markets suffer from highly volatile prices as
supply goes through large changes within a short time as everyone harvest at the same time.
As the market prices are set nationally, impacting fairer prices is not within the project scope.
However, the project worked in establishing stronger linkages with current market actors as well
as new ones to expand possible markets.
Working on market access as a whole generated low impact as the beneficiaries indicated their
market prices or bargaining strength have not significantly improved. Farmers are still subjected
to volatile changes in price and cases of distress selling. During harvest season, due to short
shelf-life of produce, especially vegetables, farmers are forced to sell off their products on the
day of harvest at whatever prices they can manage. This lowers their bargaining power. During
peak harvest season for each crop, excess supply of that crop drives down the prices,
preventing beneficiaries for getting good prices on their produce. However, due to higher yield
and lower costs, they are more resilient now to changes in prices.
The project worked in strengthening and expanding the market access of the beneficiaries by
arranging a ‘vegetable fair’ where the groups as one could display their products to many
wholesalers at once. What it achieved was introduce the farmers as a group to the buyers and
also introduce new wholesalers from other markets, like Dhaka buyers to the group. The
advantage was to expand the market opportunities to reduce incidences of distress selling. For
example, in Sinduratia vegetable group, 2 years ago, the group faced a situation of distress
selling as prices were not improving. Instead of selling off, they established contact with Dhaka
buyers and instead sold to them for better price. However, incidences among groups of
interacting with Dhaka buyers are rare since the carrying cost is very high.

2.4.3 GOAL LEVEL IMPACT
Among the various objectives of SLIPP, the core goals lay in income, employment and
livelihood. These are the ultimate outcomes of the project. For the purposes of the evaluation,
the changes are measured in percentage against baseline for both Test and Control groups.
Income: As seen in Figure 10, the change in income has been most impactful in Netrokona
Vegetable (78%) and and duck farmers’ groups (71%). The stronger impact in Netrokona may
be explained by smaller number of groups and better management of the Project and partner
staff.
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Figure10: Change in Income against Baseline (%)

Employment: The change in employment has been significant (Fig.11) in vegetable sector due
to its labour intensive nature (36% and 27% in Mymensingh and Netrokona respectively).
However in fish sector the change has been minimal (13%) while in duck no additional
employment has been generated due to the inherent nature of the sectors. In fish, the farmers
are small and their scope for scaling up is limited while duck farming is mostly a household
venture with only family employment and considered as a secondary source of income.
Figure 11: Change in employment against Baseline (%)

Livelihood:
- Nutritional Intake: Nutritional Intake has improved in all sectors (Fig.12) especially in
Fish (75%) and Duck (65%). Generally the vegetable farmers in Mymensingh were
comparatively better off to begin with, thus the change was lower (48%).
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Figure 12: Change in Nutritional Intake against Baseline

-

Healthcare: As shown (Fig.13), the beneficiaries have improved the quality of their
healthcare by going more to hospitals (26% increase), Pharmacy (22% increase) and
MBBS doctors (26% increase) instead of village doctors (23% decrease).
Figure 13: Change in Healthcare (%)

-

Education: As shown below (Fig.14), the project beneficiaries are sending more of their
children to school regardless of their number of children, although those with three
children have yet scope of improvement. This is because more children means more
costs and thus less likely to have the financial capability to send their children to school.
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Figure 14: Change in no. of school-going children (%)

-

Sanitation: As shown below (Fig.15), the beneficiaries have upgraded their sanitation
from Kacha (13% decrease), which is effectively a hole in the ground, to semi pucca
(12% increase), where the hole is lined with a concrete ring, thus enhancing sanitation.
Figure 15: Change in Sanitation use (%)

2.5 Sustainability
The facilitation model has its core strength in sustainability. By minimizing their involvement in
the value chain and ensuring ownership of the interventions through mutual benefit, the project
influence and involvement decreases over time. Thus, the project as a whole indicates likely
sustainability which can be judged on the following factors:
1. Sustainability of the farmer groups
2. Sustainability of the approach at the local level
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3. Sustainability of business services
4. Sustainability of the value chain efficiency
5. Favorability of Business Environment
Sustainability of the farmer groups: The farmer groups were at the core of the SLIPP model.
By forming groups, a larger number of people could be reached and impacted with relatively low
engagement of project resources. Besides, it gave the scale for the small producers to have
more direct forward and backward linkages in the value chains. However, the findings revealed
certain challenges.
For the SLIPP project, groups were chosen as per locality with a leader at the helm. In our
FGDs, we found the groups were cohesive in nature with clear leaders. Overall, groups in
Netrokona showed stronger cohesion and indications of sustainability than Mymensingh. This
could be due to the inclusion of many new groups in Mymensingh which had less time to adapt
to the SLIPP project’s way of work. One of the project objectives was to ensure exchange of
knowledge and information within the groups. In this regard, the strategy was mostly successful
as most groups met monthly. The farmers discussed each other’s problems or any new
business information for enhanced. It must also be mentioned, that this regular meeting took
place among 12/13 ‘active’ members who were close with the group leader, while all members
met once in 6 months, usually just before the main harvest season.
Among older groups, instances of non-SLIPP farmers also joined in on group meetings to gain
learning and within some Netrokona groups, the producers of Tricoderma compost gave their
excess production away to farmers both within and outside the group. In addition, the surge of
group numbers in 3rd-4th year also indicates the credibility of the strategy required for copying by
others.
The groups appear to be strong and sustainable post-project in certain cases, even though the
current level of participation and activity within the groups may decrease without the monitoring
and motivation of the project staff. Eventually, the groups will settle down to meeting and
working towards common business benefits like deciding upon the best harvesting plan for
maximum income. One encouraging sign is groups discussing and suggesting solutions for
individual member’s problems. Also, many vegetable and duck-rearing groups have also been
buying inputs and selling their produce as a group, reducing individual transportation costs.
Duck-rearing groups, who buys ducklings have especially benefitted from this strategy as it
reduced their transportation costs from Tk.60 person to Tk.5 when in bulk.
It is due to these factors that some of the groups are likely to survive and thrive post-project.
However, as far as developing the groups themselves as a platform for driving change
independently is concerned, that might be difficult. This may be because even though the
groups have solved some of their own problems, they are usually harvest-centric with
immediate solutions. Long-term plans for a better future for the group, done independently, have
yet to be seen; instead, they look to other actors, including SLIPP staff, for guidance.
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In addition, groups which are two years old or younger are not likely to remain as active as now
post-project as they could not identify any significant benefits of remaining as group and rather
appreciated the outcomes of better knowledge gained through trainings and linkages with
companies, government staff like Block Supervisors and other agricultural officers which can be
enjoyed without remaining as a group. However, if the group does not stay united, then the
mutual benefit that government service providers and retailers enjoy from the group also
decreases. Newer groups will likely remain in name only as they have not fully understood the
true advantage of working as a group, which is cost-reduction from bulk activities and greater
bargaining strength and rather misunderstand the purpose to be a platform for acquiring
training.
In such a scenario, the groups would need guidance from others to sustain. This is where the
importance of Association lies. When the groups become part of a larger organization, they can
continue to have goals to work towards and thus not only sustain, but might even gain in
bargaining strength. For influencing market access and government policies, the larger platform
of association is necessary. In order to sustain the groups, they need purpose and the
associations would do just that.
Overall, the sustainability of the groups would differ according to sectors. In vegetable groups
the older groups would survive while groups which are two year old or less might fall apart
without external guidance of Association or other Government bodies. In Duck farming, the
groups are most likely to sustain as they were small in number which led to stronger
interventions with better results demonstrated by strong group based business activities of bulk
buying and selling along with group savings and a general unified approach to problem solving.
Among the fish farmers however, The need for groups to avail business services and improved
relationship between the fish farmers and the value chain actors is not widely observed. The
findings suggest that the farmers can still continue to benefit from the improved relationship with
value chain actors, for example- hatcheries for seed supply, without support from the group.
Sustainability of the approach at the local level: SLIPP partnered with local NGOs to build
their capacities to implement such project in the future or to integrate the model in their existing
works. Use of the PNGO staff was also crucial for the cost efficiency of the project. The
dedication and commitment shown by the people were among the main reasons behind its
success. The project was also mutually beneficial as it developed the capacity of the people
who worked on it. Sustainability of the relationship developed between the PNGO and the
beneficiaries is highly likely as seen in Mymensingh where they have already integrated the
groups into their own projects concerning microcredit schemes. However it is unlikely that the
PNGOs will continue the monitoring and follow up of the groups’ activities once it has been
declared over; which will adversely affect the new groups.
Sustainability of the business Services: The interventions with direct and immediate results
have had more extensive adoption and even signs of copying by non-SLIPP members. Among
them, activities like use of balanced fertilization for vegetable farmers, use of vaccination and
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medication for duck farmers and access to better supply of fingerlings for fish farmers have
been most prominent. However, not all business services might last. For example, even though
the purpose and importance of soil testing was high, actual adoption was low although they
used the information of soil testing to implement balanced fertilization. Thus, even though the
core objective of building the capacity of the farmers have been achieved, the intervention
strategy of creating separate private service of soil collectors for convenient soil testing may not
sustain as a business if the trend of using others’ information continues. In seed selection, the
core trouble lay in consistent supply of good seeds in the market. Thus, the trainings to help
farmers identify it were not helpful due to market realities. Rather the linkages formed with large
firms were more helpful. In most cases, the services managed to make an impact and will
continue to benefit the farmers as well as the providers.
The services and demonstrations provided by the large firms seem to have strong sustainability.
Not only have Syngenta and Renata copied the strategies on their own in other areas, they
have also increased focus on the project areas. Syngenta has recruited two additional staff
while Renata has employed one specifically for Mymensingh and Netrokona respectively for the
market promotion and support of the beneficiaries in the area. With the benefits it brought upon
the respective companies in terms of higher sales and a sustainable customer base, it is likely
that the relationship will continue.
Sustainability of the value chain efficiency: Beneficiaries of SLIPP were suffering from
various inefficiencies in the forward and backward linkages of their supply chain. Lack of
knowledge on best production practices resulted in imbalanced use, mismanagement and
misuse of beneficiaries’ resources. In addition, retailers themselves often lacked the capacity to
deliver their services effectively. These issues were mostly addressed through knowledge
sharing and capacity building by the project for both beneficiaries and their market actors. In
addition, low bargaining power of beneficiaries often resulted in exploitation during peak season
and also lacked the networking required to gain access to necessary information to improve
their situation. Due to SLIPP’s work, the retailers now suggest that it is more profitable for them
to do business with the vegetable and duck farmer groups. The SAAOs also reported that it is
easier to provide support to the groups. It is thus clear that the farmers will continue to benefit
from business services post project.
Favorability of Business Environment: Favorability of business environment largely
depended on the ability of the groups to influence their environment. The project worked to
establish linkages between the groups and other Market Chain actors for this purpose. The
most significant change has been in the relation with government officers and the consequent
increase in the ‘voice’ of the groups, especially the group leaders. The groups have used the
relation with the SAAOs to establish fairer trade relations with the supply chain actors. In
addition, they have also taken advantage of the SAAOs as a liaison to reach out to more
powerful government officials like the heads of the various government agricultural institutions
and administrative individuals like the UP Chairman and others. Using this relation they have
been started to lobby for positive changes to their situation in terms of infrastructure
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development and enjoyed limited success. For the groups which remain united in their approach
to the market, this relation with government officials is likely to remain and get stronger with
time. However, in new groups which have not fully understood SLIPP’s way of work, the relation
might not stay and neither will the positive changes in their environment.
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3. LESSONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It is essential to work with larger number of farmers in each value chain to achieve scale
for commercial and viable services from the public and the private sector
SLIPP increased number of farmer groups rapidly at the middle and late stage of the project in
response to increasing interest from the farmers in the targeted region. But it was also found
that essential since the private and public sector partners as well as the business service
providers developed by SLIPP required scale for their activities and services that they offered to
the farmers. This suggests that the initial target that was fixed at the inception of the project was
low and inappropriate in regard to its mandate of promoting viable public and private services
for the farmers. It would be highly recommended that for such projects in the future, Traidcraft
targets a comparatively larger number of beneficiaries then was done for SLIPP. The
experience from SLIPP can help to define the more appropriate number of target beneficiary.
To ensure depth of impacts, it is recommended that the activities to identify and develop
the farmer groups is completed by the 2nd year of the project
The evaluation reveals that the rapid scale-up of farmer groups at later stage of the project
stretched the staffs and affected field operations. Furthermore, the newer groups lack the social
capital that we observed with most of the older groups. The findings also revealed that it
requires heavy and continued engagement from the project for at least 2 years to make the
groups functional. The groups thus hardly form and build up on their own. It would thus be
recommended that no further groups are developed at a later stage of the project and the
project should rather focus on deepening the impacts with each group by ensuring exchange of
learning, nurturing local innovations and by building group cohesiveness.
Start working on developing a local anchor or guardian for the groups from the very
onset of the project
Although SLIPP planned to hand over the ownership of the groups to farmer’s association, it did
not materialize well because of amendments in the approach (for example forming two regional
associations rather than forming value chain specific associations). Due to this at the end of the
project, we found that a local anchor is missing which could continue to develop new groups
and act as the facilitator for the older groups. It would be highly recommended that in future
projects, at first a regional association is formed and through the association the groups are
identified and formed. The supports should then be provided through this association which
would ensure that the capacity of the association is built in the process. It should be worthwhile
to note that the association need not be formal and registered in the beginning as that can be an
eventual outcome at the middle stage of the project. Rather the project can form an informal
association with change agents or local leaders with whom it expects to work for the rest of the
project period. In this process the project can also avoid any stalemate arising from the activities
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related to development of a formal association on the inception of the project since it requires
time to develop such association.
Create provision for sufficient budget for capacity building of local partners and staffs of
the project as well as the local partners
SLIPP demonstrates that it is essential to widen its horizon (increase number of outreach) while
ensuring deeper impacts. With the part time participation from the PNGO staffs it was not
enough for SLIPP to ensure proper implementation in the field. Therefore, we recommend that
such projects in the future allow for more funds to build capacity of the PNGOs to recruit,
train,retain and deploy more field personnel on full time basis.
In any project, upon discernible positive impact in the first phase, usually one can try to expand
the project within budget to increase outreach for better efficiency and outcomes. The challenge
with the SLIPP model is it requires intense human resource at the initial stage to guide the
group towards full functionality. Also, full staff retention over 5 years would be difficult to
manage thus repeated induction will become a necessity. Thus, in case of future scale-up or
replication the project should have additional budget for hiring and induction of new or
replacement staff.
One other aspect that drives this model is the ownership of the field-level staff. The project
should have clear focus on driving post-training dissemination, monitoring and follow-up
requiring full-time paid assignment to have constant priority on project implementation. Having a
clear guideline would result in a project plan which expands outreach as well as enhancing
interventions for stronger and sustainable impacts.
In SLIPP, capacity building of SLIPP staff, both for Project and PNGO staff, was at inception;
but not later on. Thus, the project’s effectiveness was hampered by staff turnover. It is
recommended that the project provides more funds on staff salary, staff capacity building and
partner management for cdevelopment of the staffs of the project and the PNGOs. Besides,
staff capacity building should be taken as a continuous and strategic effort throughout the
lifecycle of the project.
Ensure that the mandate criteria are considered during the sector selection process
The scoping mission for sector selection was skewed towards economic criteria and the
mandate criteria of increasing income and employment, disaster risk reduction and engagement
of women was either not considered were given much less weight than the economic criteria. It
would be essential to ensure a balance between economic criteria and the mandate criteria to
have deeper impacts against the mandate.
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Making Facilitation Work
SLIPP correctly identified quick win interventions to demonstrate tangible results. This gained
the trust of the beneficiaries required to execute more complex interventions at later stages of
the project. However, interventions like access to markets for better price, which are dependent
on externalities, were taken at a late stage when SLIPP could not do much because of time and
resource constraint. It is essential that interventions are taken up with enough time and
resources on hands.
Cross Cutting Agenda
Climate change and gender equality have been two issues which has gained increasing
importance through the years the project was running. SLIPP was not mandated to address the
cross cutting agenda but was later suggested to initiate interventions on the cross cutting
agenda. SLIPP could have played an important role in both these factors. Interventions in the
agriculture sector gives a strong scope for environmental as well as gender impact and many of
its current interventions have had positive impacts on these two agendas.
Since the project worked extensively with improving the soil health of the area and also
incorporated many women’s group, it is in a position to incorporate these outcomes in future
projects under this model. However, the impact of improving soil health was looked from the
business perspective rather than the environmental one. In future scale-up or replications of this
project, these factors should be considered right from the beginning. In every aspect of the
project inception, from sub-sector selection to beneficiary selection to intervention design, the
environmental and gender impacts should be planned for along with the current outcomes of
increased income, employment and improved sustainable livelihood.
Ensuring Exit Strategy
Exit strategy defines the milestones that the project wants to achieve before it phases out.
These milestones ensure that the model that the project promoted, the impacts from the
interventions undertaken by the project sustain and grow further to spread out to other sectors
in which the beneficiaries are engaged. Besides, these milestones also spell out the impacts
that can stimulate local innovations. The regional farmers’ associations were essential to ensure
a local anchor for the groups at the end of the project. The process has remained incomplete.
The local partner NGOs are expected to integrate the model in their activities. But it is unlikely
that they will continue to do it if not for another project that is mandated to do the same. DAE in
some upazilas has started to integrate the SLIPP groups under the Common Interest Groups
(CIGs) that are being developed by the department. This could be further facilitated by the
project. The partner private sector companies are expected to continue to provide services and
support to the farmers. This is also expected to continue. However, many of the groups that we
interviewed were found to be at dark about what they would do once the project phases out.
This could be addressed by having a larger body of local institution for example a farmers’
association as partner to identify and develop the farmer groups from the onset.
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ANNEX-1 TERMS OF REFERENCE
Terms of Reference
Final Evaluation of “Sustainable Livelihoods for Poor Producers in Mymensingh and
Netrokona, Bangladesh (SLIPP)” Project

Background
In 2006, Traidcraft Exchange (TX) developed a project named “Sustainable Livelihoods for Poor
Producers in Mymensingh and Netrokona (SLIPP)” with an aim to improve the livelihoods of poor
producers by ensuring access to necessary business & technical services and markets vis-à-vis by
creating an enabling policy environment for them under TX’s basic framework of TRADE, SUPORT and
INFLUENCE. The suggested methodology of the project allowed for establishing an effective process of
implementing sustainable service, market linkage and policy solution for poor producers irrespective of
the sector they worked in. TX intended to integrate its learning and expertise – particularly in BDS market
development and empowerment of producers to influence markets and policies – with knowledge of local
context in getting sustainable and tangible impact through this project, which would be later replicated in
Bangladesh, as well as in other working areas of TX.
SLIPP is a five-year project co-funded by the European Union (75%) and Traidcraft Exchange (25%).
Officially commencing from 1st January 2007, the project is managed by Traidcraft Exchange (TX) and
implemented by Development Wheel (DEW) with 8 field-level partner NGOs - Gono Kallayan Parishad
(GKP), Gram Unnayan Sangstha (GRAUS), Unit For Social Advancement (USA) and Grameen Manobic
Unnayan Sangstha (GRAMAUS) in Mymensingh and Women Develovment Organization (WDO), Activity
For information of Basic Needs (ARBAN), Jana Kallan Prochesta(JKP) and Sabalamby Unnayan Samity
(SUS) in Netrokona.
DEW is an experienced Bangladeshi NGO established in 1996 with the aim of enabling the poorest
households to sustainably improve their livelihoods. DEW has extensive experience in working with TX
through previous projects, including our work together in Mymensingh and Netrokona through the SLIPP
project. DEW also has expertise in grass-roots mobilisation, gender-based projects, and is an active
member of the Bangladesh network on climate change. DEWis responsible for project implementation,
with technical assistance from TX. DEW ensures the day-to-day management of the project and project
staff; facilitate project implementation; participate in planning, M&E activities; undertake the needs
assessment; encourages the participation of all stakeholders; and facilitates the selection of service
providers, participants and consultants.
Overall Objective of the SLIPP project is to reduce poverty among poor and marginalized communities in
Northern Bangladesh by increasing income and employment opportunities.
Specific Objectiveis to increase the ability of marginalized MSEs and their producers to benefit equitably
from trade through undertaking following activities Forming producer groups to enable sustainable and cost effective market access and strengthening
supply chain.
 Building the capacity of the BS providers to provide affordable and quality business services to MSEs
in a sustainable manner.
 Creating an institutional infrastructure of business support services for poor MSEs and producers.
 Influencing policy makers to ensure an enabling business environment for poor MSEs and producers.
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The LFA of the project attached herewith will be considered as an integral part of the TOR-Annex01.

Objectives of the Final Evaluation
The evaluation will be carried out in the project areas-Mymensingh and Netrokona through involving the
all stakeholders.
The main objectives of the evaluation are to:




Assess whether the project did the right interventions/facilitations looking at relevance, output, impact
and sustainability with respect to LFA.
Assess if the project organizational structure, management, planning and implementation process
were effective and efficient
Draw key strategic and programmatic lessons (both positive and negative) that can be used for
scaling up and developing future similar program/project

The specific objectives are the following:
At program management level

To assess project management and support structure (project planning and implementation;
resource management; support and backstopping from donors)
At goal, purpose and output level
 To measure the effectiveness of the project in poverty reduction (increase in income-increase in
productivity, and sales and decrease in production cost; increase in employment; and creating
sustainable livelihoods)
 To assess the ability of the producers for getting benefit equitably from trade (increase in
understanding of the importance of Business Services; increase in demand for BS by targeted
producers; availability of BS to target producers; increase in take up of BS amongst targeted
producers; relationships between targeted producers/MSEs and other value chain actors)
 To assess stakeholders (inputs selling company, inputs seller, DAE, SRDI, DOF, DLS, etc)
understanding about the supply chains and support markets for selected sub-sectors ( stakeholders
understanding about the need and value of BS; understanding about issues, constraints and
opportunities of the selected sub-sectors
 To assess the capacity of local partners for developing and implementing market development
interventions (project management skill of partner and project staffs; and BS and training facilitation
skill of partner, project staffs and local consultant)
 To assess cooperation and linkages and relationships amongst producers and service providers
(Service providers understanding about the importance of networking and collaboration;status of
information sharing and networking amongst service providers, formation and functioning level of
producers associations; relationship between producer association and business service provider)
 To asses influence over business environment ( influence over the institutional and business
environment through more effective networking, lobbying and advocacy, improvement in institutional
and policy environment for targeted supply chains) and assess specific achievement of
groups/associations in implementing policy/regulations from which they have benefited.
 To assess demand and supply of business services (number of producers/producer groups better
understand the importance of BS; increase in demand for BS; repeat business customer satisfaction;
availability of quality business services to producers; increase in sustainability of service providers)
 To assess why particular business/technical service that the project tried to introduce did not work,
why particular other services that were tremendously beneficial among many were not adopted by
others.
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Geographical coverage
The project has been implemented in two north-east districts of Bangladesh i.e. Mymensingh and
Netrokona.
The evaluation methodology
To meet the above mentioned objectives of the evaluation, the evaluator should follow the following

process:









A desk review/research of project information including the key documents listed in these terms of
reference.
Interviews with Project Management Team (PMT) and partners to collect information on
achievements and impact and difficulties faced by the project including the management aspects of
work.
Interviews with key project stakeholders (197 vegetable farmers-96 SLIPP farmers and 101 control
farmers; 86 fish farmers-44 SLIPP farmers and 42 control farmers; 29 duck farmers-15 SLIPP
farmers 14 control farmers; 8 association leaders; 15 business service providers; 5 public service
providers; 8 PNGO staffs) to assess the degree to which project has had the intended impact; and
what could have been done differently or better, so that the lessons can be learned.
FGDs with producer groups (16 FGDs with vegetable producer groups, 6 FGDs with Fish producers
groups an 3 FGDs with duck producer groups) to measure the degree of achievements with respect
to LFA
Stakeholder workshops with district level stakeholders ( 2 workshops-one for each district) to validate
the Interview and FGD findings and capture their overview
Evaluators would normally present a preliminary overview of their findings to the project team incountry and receive comments from stakeholders before preparing the draft evaluation report.
Evaluators should submit the draft report to the project team for written comment before finalizing the
report, to minimize the chance of inaccuracies and to maximize ownership of the findings.

The methodology and relevant tools should be adjusted in consultation with ProjectManagement Team
(PMT) and finalized before implementation.

Documents that we will provide












The approved project proposal document.
The original project logframe and any subsequent amended logframes with the rationale for the
changes.
Research reports
Baseline reports
Project management handbook
Intervention plan
PMT reports.
Annual reports
Mid-term evaluation report
Case studies
Other evidence of impact that the project team thinks is important. This could include anecdotes of
decisions having been taken, policies or programmes that have changed or communication material
that may have an impact on decision-making.
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Expected deliverables
The main deliverables will be a final report of evaluation. The content of the report will be in the following:
 Contents page
 Abbreviations and acronyms page
 Executive Summary
 A short introduction to the project
 Methodology
 Review of implementation
 Findings from the evaluation
 Small case studies/anecdotes and quotes from project beneficiaries and other stakeholders on
relevant topics under evaluation report
 A summary of recommendations
 Summary of lessons indicating with whom and how lessons should be shared
 Annexes(List of interviewees, participants of FGDs and Stakeholder workshops, TOR, The final
version of the Logical Framework)
A concise power point presentation of the final evaluation report (To be submitted in a CD/ DVD form)

Duration of the assignment

January to February 2012. As final evaluation, there is a tight timeframe for the research of this project
and the consultant would need to work around the following dates:
Activity
Sending TOR to Consultants/ Agencies no later than

Deadlines
31 December 2011

Receipt of Proposals (EOI)

10 January 2012

Selection of Consultant & Communication of Results

15 January 2012

Completion of contracting formalities

18 January 2012

Work commences

22 January 2012

Submission of draft Report

15 February 2012

Comments on the draft report

21 February 2012

Submission of final report

28 February 2012

Selection criteria:
 We request proposals by 10 January 2012. The proposal should provide a clear overview of how this
piece of work will be approached, the outputs generated, with a clear timeline for each of the
specified activity and a budget apportioned for each stage.
 We also request an up-to-date CV with examples of previous work applicable for such type of work
 On receipt of the proposals a designated project team will study the proposals, and take a decision
about the consultant/s/ agency for the study. Selection of the consultant/s/ agency will be based on:
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Qualifications
Proposed plan – well thought out, logical, strong methodology and approach, well-timed, level
of details, would meet objectives
Project final evaluation experience of livelihoods project
Knowledge / Experience on agriculture sector especially vegetable, fish and duck sub-sector,
farmer group and association management, public and private service provisions, partnership
management, staffs management, etc
Availability during the period of the project
Costs – value for money
TOTAL

Scores
15
10
10

5
10
50

At the beginning of the evaluation process, project staff will meet and hold a briefing session with the
evaluating firm to agree on the overall evaluation methodology and highlight any key issues to be
addressed. Appropriate site visits and key interviews should be arranged, in advance if necessary, to
minimize the logistical difficulties.

Mode of Payment
 Total fees for the evaluation will be paid in three installments. The first installment (30 percent of the
total fee) will be paid on signing the contract, the second installment (40 percent of the total fee) will
be paid after submission of the draft report, and the remaining amount (30 percent) will be paid upon
acceptance of the final report.
 The payment would be made in crossed cheque by the name of the organization / individual by
instalments.

Bindings
All documents, papers and data produced during the assessment are to be treated as TX and DEW
property andrestricted for public use. The contracted agency/consultant will submit all original documents,
materials and datato the contract organization.

Application Guideline







EOI with contact details
Detailed CV of the evaluator(s)
Detailed methodology and work plan
Brief description of similar assignments
Two references
Details of budget

The EOI, excluding the consultant CVs, should not be more than 10 page long, should have single
spacing, Arial, font size 10

Submission of EOI:
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As per above mentioned scope of work and responsibilities the interested organization / individual are
requested to submit their Expression of Interest (EoI) either in hard copy or electronically to the following
address on or before 10 January 2012

Shah Abdus Salam
Executive Director
Development Wheel (DEW)
rd
13-A/4-A (3 floor), Block-B, Babar Road
Mohammadpur, Dhaka-1216, Bangladesh
Tel: +88 02- 9137196
Mob: 8801715- 120140
Email: dewsalam@gmail.com
For any queries on the TOR please call Mr. A.B.M Feroz Ahmed (Program Manager, Traidcraft
Exchange, Bangladesh Country Office) on 01731-512712
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Wed 25-Jan

2-Feb
3-Feb
4-Feb
5-Feb
6-Feb
7-Feb
8-Feb
9-Feb

Fri
Satur
Sun
Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs

1-Mar
2-Mar
3-Mar
4-Mar
5-Mar
6-Mar
7-Mar
8-Mar

Thurs
Fri
Satur
Sun
Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs

Wed 29-Feb

Tues 28-Feb

Mon 27-Feb

Sun 26-Feb

Satur 25-Feb

Fri 24-Feb

Thurs 23-Feb

Wed 22-Feb

Tues 21-Feb

Mon 20-Feb

Sun 19-Feb

Satur 18-Feb

Fri 17-Feb

Thurs 16-Feb

Wed 15-Feb

Tues 14-Feb

Mon 13-Feb

Sun 12-Feb

Satur 11-Feb

Fri 10-Feb

1-Feb

Wed
Thurs

Tues 31-Jan

Mon 30-Jan

Sun 29-Jan

Satur 28-Jan

Fri 27-Jan

Thurs 26-Jan

ANNEX-2 WORK PLAN

Desk Review

Group Selection, Sampling
plan for Primary Survey

Checklists for FGD, BSP,
PNGO, Association
Leaders, PSP

Questionnaires for
Primary Survey

Training of the Staffs

FGD

Primary Survey

Database Development,
Data Entry

Data Analysis

Workshop

Draft Report

Project Staff Interview

Final Report
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ANNEX-3 QUESTION GUIDE FOR FGD
Purpose of the FGD: 5 minutes
We are Innovision Consulting Pvt. Ltd. We have come on behalf of SLIPP project to see how their work
has impacted you. We will discuss the effects of their work on your business and livelihood, along with
information on what has worked really well and what could be done better. Your cooperation and detailed
response is essential to understand how SLIPP can do its work better in the future.

Procedure: 5 minutes
Before we begin, let us set some guidelines to have a more productive discussion:
 Please switch off your mobile phone or put it in silent mode. If you need to make or receive a call
leave the hall silently.
 As we will be using a recorder to record the meeting please talk one at a time. Everyone will be
given a chance to speak.
 Kindly keep your responses relevant to the question asked and keep your responses within 2
minutes.

Session Plan:
A. Impact of Group

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Why did you form a group? Who told you/motivated you to form such groups?
Did you think forming such group before the SLIPP project persons/local CSOs came to you?
What supports did the project persons gave to you?
Was there any chance of getting these supports from other sources/organizations?
What benefits do you get from group formation?
a. Reduce Distress Sale?
b. Collective Bargain for better price?
c. Savings and Investment?
d. Negotiating with other value chain actors?
e. Jointly solving problem?
Do you have regular meetings in your group? How often group meetings are held?
What things are discussed in these meetings?
Who arrange these meetings? You or the project staffs?
Do you invite other persons (e.g. local councilors, UP chairmen/members, government officials,
traders, aratdars) in these meetings?
What are the ways you think your groups could function more effectively?
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Going forward, do you think your group activities are going to continue even if the SLIPP project
ends?
Increased Capacity of SMEs Increased capacity of SMEs to develop more sustainable eco-friendly JDPs
-

Producers’ understanding of BS (both public and private), and benefits of BS

Type of Business
Service
Promoted by the
Project

Business Service
Provider And
Public Service
Providers

Cultivation
Technique

Inputs seller,
DAE, BAU

Need for BS

Benefits/ Impacts
achieved by the
producers (cite
examples)

Contribution of
the Project in
promoting the
Business Service

Vegetable Farmers

Proper Use of
Fertilizer
Use of Compost
Fertilizer

Inputs Seller,
DAE
Compost Producer
and Input seller
DAE
Soil Collector

Soil Testing
SRDI, DAE
Inputs Seller
Seed Selection
and treatment

DAE
Project

Market Association

Association
Fish Rearing
Inputs Seller
Hatchery Owner

Cultivation
Technique

DOF
BAU
BFRI
Project

Market Access

Fish Feed Mix
Hatchery
Management

Association

Feed Crushers
DOF
Project
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Local Consultant
DoF,BFRI,BAU
Project
Backward Linkage

Association
Duck Rearing
Duck Hatcheries

Hatchery
Construction

DLS
Duck Hatcheries

Temperature
Management

DLS

Duck Hatcheries
Input seller
Rearing Technique
Duck Hatchery
Owner

Disease
Management and
Vaccine

Duck Inputs sellers
& Duck hatchery
owners
DLS
Project

Market Access

Association
Duck hatchery

-

Demand, availability, quality of BS

Type of
Business
Service
Promoted by
the Project

Business
Service
Provider and
Public Service
Provider

Demand and
usage of
services

Availability

Affordability

Quality of BS/
Satisfaction

Vegetable Farmers
Cultivation

Inputs seller,
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Technique
Proper Use of
Fertilizer

Use of
Compost
Fertilizer

DAE, BAU
Inputs Seller,
DAE
Compost
Producer and
Input seller
DAE
Soil Collector

Soil Testing
SRDI, DAE
Seed Selection
and treatment

Inputs Seller
DAE
Project

Market
Association
Association
Fish Rearing
Inputs Seller
Hatchery
Owner
Cultivation
Technique

DOF
BAU
BFRI

Market Access

Project
Association
Feed Crushers

Fish Feed Mix
DOF
Hatchery
Management

Project
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Local
Consultant

DoF,BFRI,BAU

Duck Rearing

Duck Rearing

Hatchery
Construction

Duck
Hatcheries
Duck
Hatcheries

DLS

Temperature
Management

Duck
Hatcheries

DLS

Duck
Hatcheries
Rearing
Technique

Input seller

Duck Hatchery
Owner

Disease
Management
and Vaccine

Duck Inputs
sellers & Duck
hatchery
owners
DLS

Market Access

Project
Association
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Duck hatchery

-

New/ diversified BS: List the type of BS that have been introduced by the project and are
available

-

Relationship between the producers/MSEs and other value chain actors and public service
providers

Type of
Relationship

Degree of
Relationship (Cite
examples)

Benefits/
Impacts

Type &
Frequency

Contribution of the
Project in
Strengthening the
1
Relationship

Relationship among
the producers
Relationship between
the producers and the
input sellers
Relationship between
the producers and the
traders
Relationship between
the producers and the
companies
Relationship between
the producers and the
public service
providers (DAE, DOF,
SRDI, DLS, BAU,
BFRI, etc)

-

Understanding of the producers about the issues, opportunities and constraints in the selected
market sectors: According to the producers what are the key opportunities and constraints in the
sector?
Opportunities

Constraints

1

Do not ask directly; rather ask why the relationship has improved or what events have led to the change in the
relationship and then try to relate it with the interventions of the project
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B. Impacts on Poverty (20 minutes)
-

Has there been any impact on sales? How and to what extent?
Has their income increased? How and to what extent?
Has there been increase in employment? How and to what extent?
Has there been any impact on livelihood (education, health and nutrition)? How and to what
extent?

C. Sustainability (20 minutes)
-

If the producers need information on production whom will they consult and why?

-

If the producers need information on inputs (seeds, fertilizer) whom will they consult and why?

-

If the producers face any problem related to crop failure whom will they consult and why?

-

If the producers face any problem related to market access/ price whom will they consult and
why?

-

Do the producers think they still need project support? Why and for what?

-

(If most answers concern the Project staff) If the Project staff cannot be reached for any reason,
do you have any strong alternatives?

D. Advocacy, Lobbying and Negotiation Skills of Producer Group [To association leaders]
a. What rights do you have as a business? What kind of support do you get to protect your
rights
b. How does the group/association work towards protecting your rights as a business?
c.

In recent times, have you been able to voice your concerns more vocally than before? Why?

d. Do you feel you have a stronger bargaining power both with input sellers and buyers after
forming the association?
e. Are government officials more co-operative and attentive to your needs now than 2/3 years
ago?
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f.

If you need some kind of governmental assistance, how do you ask for it?

g. Do government personnel respond to your concerns? Are they more responsive now than
before? Why do you think this has happened?
E. Gender and well-being
a. What role does women play in your home and work?
b. Are You happy or unhappy? Why? If unhappy, what will make you happy?
F. Learning (15 minutes)
-

According to the producers, of the following BS which have not been much effective and why?
BS

Effectiveness

Rationale

Concluding Remark (5 minutes)
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ANNEX-4 IMPACT SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
mve‡m±i: nuvm cvjb

µwgK bs

MYPBVT
ZvwiL:
dd

mm

yy

ID

Z_¨ msMÖnKvix
WvUv Gw›Uª Kivi ZvwiL

1. Z_¨ CÖ`VBKVIXI Z_¨VEJXT
1.1 nuvm cvjbKvixi bvg t
1.2 wVKvbv t
1.2.1 MÖvg t
1.2.4 ‡Rjvt

1.2.2 BDwbqb t

1.2.3 Dc‡Rjv t

1.3 MÖæc/`j †KvWt
1.5 wjsM:

1.4 `‡ji m`m¨ †KvWt
(cyiæl-1

1.7 cwiev‡ii m`m¨ msL¨vt

gwnjv-2)

1.6 eqmt

.

.

1.8 wkÿvMZ †hvM¨Zvt
KL†bv ¯‹y‡j hvbwb-1, cÖv_wgK-2, wbgœgva¨wgK-3, gva¨wgK-4, D”P gva¨wgK-5, D”P&Zi-6
2. RxweKvqbt
2.1 Lv`¨vf¨vmt
2.1.1 Avcwb w`‡b mvavibZ Kq †ejv Lvevi ‡L‡q _v‡Kb?

.
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2.1.2 AVCWB MßV‡N KZEVI AVWGL RVZXQ
LVEVI ‡L‡Q _V‡KB (GVQ, GVSK, GYIMX)? . . . . .
. . . . . . . . EVI/ MßV‡N
2.2 wPwKrmv welqKt
2.2.1 Amy¯’ n‡j Wv³v‡ii Kv‡Q hvb wK?
2.2.2 hw` nu¨v nq Z‡e †Kv_vq hvb ?

nu¨v-1 , bv-2

.

miKvwi nvmcvZvj - 1, MÖvg¨ Wv³vi - 2, KweivR - 3, dv‡g©wm - 4, Wv³vi - 5, Ab¨vb¨ -6
2.3. wkÿv welqKt
¯‹zj/ gv`ªvmvq / wek¦we`¨vjq co–qv mšÍvbmsL¨v? .
Avcbvi cwiev‡i 6-12 eQ‡ii m`m¨ msL¨v KZ?
.
G‡`i g‡a¨ KZ Rb ¯‹z‡j hvq?
.
hw` bv †h‡q _v‡K Z‡e †Kb hvq bv ?
cª‡qvRb g‡b Kwi bv -1, ¯‹zj `y‡i -2 , A‡_©i Afve-3, msmv‡i KvR K‡i-4
2.4 cvwb I cqtcÖYvjxt
2.4.1 Lvevi cvwbi Drm wK?

.

wUDeI‡qj - 1, Kzqv - 2, cyKzi - 3, Lvj/b`x - 4, e„wói cvwb -5
.

2.4.2 evwo‡Z e¨en¨Z cvqLvbvi aib wK?

‡Lvjv RvqMv - 1, KuvPv - 2, cvKv wcU - 3, m¨vwbUvwi -4, Ab¨vb¨ - 5
2.5 emZevwo welqKt
2.5.1

Avcbvi evwo‡Z KZwU iæg/Ni Av‡Q?

.

2.5.2 cÖavb N‡ii †`Iqvj wK w`‡q ˆZix?
.
BU - 1, wUb/KvV- 2, gvwU - 3, euvk-4, Lo/cvU KvwV/ cvZv -5, cwjw_b - 6,
Ab¨vb¨
-7
2.5.3 cÖavb N‡ii Qv` wK w`‡q ˆZix?
.
BU - 1, wUb/KvV- 2, gvwU - 3, euvk-4, Lo/cvU KvwV/ cvZv -5, cwjw_b- 6, Ab¨vb¨ 7
2.5.4 Avcbvi evwo‡Z we`¨yr ms‡hvM Av‡Q wK ?

nu¨v -1, bv-2

3. m¤ú` I m¤úwË welqKt
3.1 emZevwoi m¤ú`t
3.1.1 emZevwoi Rwgi cwigvb t

(kZvsk)
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3.1.2 emZevwo†Z m¤ú‡`i cwigvbt
wUwf1

AvmevecÎ2

mvB‡Kj3

‡gvevBj4

‡gvUi
mvB‡Kj-5

wd«R6

AjsKvi7

Ab¨vb¨8

msL¨v /
cwigvb

3.2 Drcv`kxj m¤ú‡`i weeibt
cwigvb
msL¨v

weeib

/

3.2.1 Rwg
3.2.1.1 Avevw` Rwg
3.2.1.2 emZevwo msjMœ Rwg
3.2.1.3 Ae¨en«Z Rwg
3.2.1.4 cyKzi
3.2.1.5 Ab¨vb¨
3.2.2 cïm¤ú`
3.2.2.1 Mevw` cï
3.2.2.2 gyiwM
3.2.2.3 nuvm
3.2.2.4 QvMj
3.2.2.5 Ab¨vb¨:
3.2.3 grm welqK
3.2.3.1 cyKzi
3.2.3.2 Rvj
3.2.3.3 †bŠKv
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cwigvb
msL¨v

weeib

/

3.2.3.4 Ab¨vb¨:
3.2.4 K…wl hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.1 jv½j
3.2.4.2 cvIqvi wUjvi
3.2.4.3 n¯ÍPvwjZ hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.4 cwienb msµvšÍ hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.5 gRy` msµvšÍ hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.6 nv‡ji Miæ
3.2.4.7 †mP hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.8 Uªv±i
3.2.4.9 nv‡f©÷vi
3.2.4.10 †¯cÖ ‡gwkb
3.2.4.11 gvovB hš¿
3.2.4.12 Ab¨vb¨

3.3 A-K…wlR LvZ / Ab¨vb¨ m¤ú` t hw` _v‡K
3.3.1 ‡`vKvb

.

Pv-1, gyw`-2, †gvevBj-3, Kvco-4, RyZv -5, mwâ- 6, `wR©-7, Ab¨vb¨-8
3.3.2 Ab¨vb¨
4. evrmwiK Avq I e¨q:
4.1 Avq
LvZ

4.1.1

4.2 e¨q
evrmwiK Avq
(UvKv)

4.1.1.1 mwâ

LvZ

evrmwiK e¨q
(UvKv)

4.2.1 Lv`¨
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K…wlR
LvZt

4.1.1.2 avb

4.2.2 emZ evwo

4.1.1.3 Ab¨vb¨
dmj

4.2.3 wPwKrmv

4.1.1.4 grm¨

4.2.4 wkÿv

4.1.1.5 Mevw` cï

4.2.5 Rvgv Kvco

4.1.1.6 nuvm
cvjb

4.2.6 Ab¨vb¨

4.1.1.7 gyiwM
4.1.1.8 Ab¨vb¨
4.1.2 AK…wlR
LvZt

4.1.2.1 kªg
4.1.2.2 ‡`vKvb /
e¨emv
4.1.2.3 fvov
4.1.2.4 Ab¨vb¨

‡gvU (4.1)

‡gvU (4.2)

5. nuvm cvjb Kjv‡Kxkj msµvšÍ Z_¨vejxt
5.1 Ni cÖ¯‘Z Kib
nu¨v -1, bv-2

5.1.1 nuvm cvj‡bi Avjv`v Ni Av‡Q wK ?

5.1.2 hw` nu¨v nq Z‡e NiwU wK Øviv ˆZix?
BU - 1, wUb/KvV- 2, gvwU - 3, euvk-4, Lo/cvU KvwV/ cvZv -5, cwjw_b -6, Ab¨vb¨ - 7

5.1.3 Ni cÖ¯‘Z cÖYvjx Kvi Kv‡Q †R‡b‡Qb ?

.

miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, wWg e¨emvwq - 4, nu¨vPvwi -5, ¯’vwbq
†mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 6, eo K„lK - 7, GbwRI -8, Ab¨vb¨ - 9

5.2 ev”Pv
5.2.1 Avcwb †Kv_v †_‡K ev”Pv msMÖn K‡ib / †K‡bb?
wbR¯^ Drcv`b - 1, miKvwi ms¯’v - 2, n¨vPvwi - 3, eo K„lK - 4, GbwRI - 5, ¯’vbxq cvBKvi -6,
Ab¨vb¨ - 7
5.2.2

Avcbvi †Kbv ev”Pvi gvb †Kgb?

fv‡jv-1, †gvUvgywU-2,

fv‡jv bq-3
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5.2.3
5.2.4

MZ †gŠmy‡g gv‡Qi g„Zz¨i nvi †Kgb wQ‡jv ___________/cÖwZ 100 ev”Pvq
nv‡mi bZzb cÖRvwZ m¤ú‡K© Avcwb wKfv‡e AeMZ nb?

miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, wWg e¨emvwq - 4, nu¨vPvwi -5, ¯’vwbq
†mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 6, eo K„lK - 7, GbwRI -8, Ab¨vb¨ - 9

5.3 Lv`¨
5.3.1 Avcwb †Kvb ai‡bi Lvevi e¨envi K†ib?
Lvevi-2, ˆZix Lvevi-3

cÖK…wZK Dr‡mi Lvevi -1, wb‡R cÖ¯‘Z Kiv

5.3.2 hw` ˆZix Lvevi nq Z‡e Zv †Kv_v †_‡K msMÖn K‡ib ?
¯’vbxq wdW µvmvi-3, Ab¨vb¨-4

LyPiv we‡µZv - 1, †Kv¤úvwb - 2,

5.3.3 Avcwb †h Lvevi¸‡jv wK‡bwQ‡jb †m¸‡jv wK fv‡jv gv‡bi wQ‡jv?
bv-3

nu¨v-1, †gvUvgywU-2,

5.3.4 AVCWB MWVK GVÎVQ LV`¨ CÖ‡QVM K‡IB WK?
RVWB BV-3

NU¨V-1, BV-2,

5.3.5 Lv‡`¨i mwVK cwigvb Ges e¨venv‡ii Dci Z_¨ MÖnY K‡ib wK?
5.3.6 nu¨v n†j ‡Kv_v †_‡K †R‡b‡Qb?

nu¨v -1, bv-2 ,

miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, wWg e¨emvwq - 4, nu¨vPvwi -5, ¯’vwbq
†mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 6, eo K„lK - 7, GbwRI -8, Ab¨vb¨ - 9

5.4 Jla, f¨vKwmb I wfUvwgbt
5.4.1 Avcwb Jla, f¨vKwmb I wfUvwgb e¨envi K‡ib wK?
5.4.2 hw` nu¨v nq Z‡e - ‡Kv_v †_‡K GB me µq K‡ib?
cÖwZwbwa-2, Ab¨vb¨ - 3
5.4.3 Jla, f¨vKwmb I wfUvwgb m¤ú©wKZ civgk© cvb wK?

n¨vu -1, bv -2
LyPiv we‡µZv- 1, †Kv¤úvwb

n¨vu-1, bv-2

5.4.4 hw` n¨vu nq, Kvi KvQ †_‡K?
miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, wWg e¨emvwq - 4, nu¨vPvwi -5, ¯’vwbq
†mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 6, eo K„lK - 7, GbwRI -8, Ab¨vb¨ - 9

5.5 mvwe©K e¨e¯’vcbvt
5.5.1 Avcwb wK gv‡S gv‡S nv‡mi ¯^v¯’¨ cwiÿv K‡ib ?

n¨vu-1, bv-2

5.5.2 Avcwb cÖ‡qvRb Abyhvwq nv‡mi wUKv †`b wK ?

n¨vu-1, bv-2

5.5.3 Avcwb wK nv‡mi cwiwgZ I mylg Lvevi w`‡q _v‡Kb ?

n¨vu-1, bv -2, Rvwb bv-3

5.5.4 †ivM evjvB e¨e¯’vcbvq c¨vi‡fU‡`i mvnvh¨ †bb wK ?

n¨vu-1, bv-2

5.6 cÖwkÿb
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5.6.1 nvm cvjb msµvšÍ †Kvb cÖwkÿb ‡c‡q‡Qb wK?

n¨vu-1, bv-2

5.6.2 nu¨v n†j ‡Kv_v †_‡K wb‡q‡Qb?
miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, wWg e¨emvwq - 4, nu¨vPvwi -5, ¯’vwbq
†mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 6, eo K„lK - 7, GbwRI -8, Ab¨vb¨ - 9

6. cvjb Avq I e¨‡qi wnmve (evrmwiK)

6.1)†gvU nuv‡mi msL¨v t
6.2 Avcwb wK Rv‡Zi nvm cvjb K‡ib? wRswWb-1,†`kx-2, Po–B-3, LvwK K¨v¤ú‡ej-4, Ab¨vb¨ -5

µwgK
bs

welq

†gvU

6.2

nuv‡mi RvZ (cÖavb 2 wU, †KvW mn)

6.3

nuv‡mi msL¨v

6.4

Drcv`b LiP

RVZ -1

6.4.1
6.4.2

RVZ -2

Ni ‰Zix
DcKib
6.4.2.1 ev”Pv
6.4.2.2 Lv`¨
6.4.2.3 Jla
6.4.2.4 f¨vKwmb
6.4.2.5 Ab¨vb¨

6.4.3

wPwKrmv LiP

6.4.4

PviYfywg LiP

6.4.5

6.4.5 ‡gvU kªwgK
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µwgK
bs

welq

†gvU
RVZ -1

RVZ -2

6.4.5.1 Ni ˆZix
6.4.5.2 e¨e¯’vcbv
6.4.5.3 wWg msMÖn, msMÖn‡Ëvi
Kvh©µg I Ab¨vb¨
6.4.6

cwienb

6.4.7

Ab¨vb¨

6.4

‡gvU Drcv`b LiP

6.5

weµq

6.5.1

‡gvU weµ‡qi cwigvb (wWg)

6.5.2

`i

6.5.3

nuvm weµq (msL¨v / †KwR)

6.5.4

`i

6.5

‡gvU weµq

6.6

Avq (jvf) (6.5-6.4)

6.7 cyiæl kªwg‡Ki gRywi
6.8 gwnjv kªwg‡Ki gRywi
6.9 kª‡gi AbycvZ - % (cyiæl)
6.10 kª‡gi AbycvZ - % (gwnjv)

7. e¨emv †mev welqK Z_¨vejx
7.1 Avcwb nuvm cvjb e¨emvq †Kvb mgm¨vi m¤§ywLb n‡”Qb wK ?

nu¨v / bv

7.2 hw` nu¨v nq Zv n‡j wb‡gœi ‡Kvb †Kvb wel‡q mgm¨vi m¤§ywLb n‡”Qb Zv ejyb?
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ev”Pv -1, Ab¨vb¨ DcKib-2, jvjb-cvjb-3, weµq/ evRviRvZKib-4, Avw_©K-5, m¤úK©/ms‡hvM ¯’vcb -6,
AeKvVv‡gv I †hvMv‡hvM e¨e¯’v-7, Ab¨vb¨-8

7.3 mgm¨v mgvav‡b †Kvb †mev MÖnb K‡i‡Qb wK?

(n¨uv-1 / bv-2)

7.4 n¨uv n‡j Kvi KvQ †_‡K?
miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, wWg e¨emvwq - 4, nu¨vPvwi -5, ¯’vwbq
†mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 6, eo K„lK - 7, GbwRI -8, Ab¨vb¨ - 9

7.5 Avcwb wK wK †mev MÖnY K‡i‡Qb?

7.6 GB †mevq Avcwb wK mš‘ó? -

bv n‡j 0, n¨uv n‡j 1-5 (Lye fvj n‡j 5) wjLyb

7.7 Avcwb wK gvb m¤§Z †mev wb‡Z AvMÖwn?

(n¨uv -1, bv-2)

7.8 n¨uv n‡j Kvi KvQ †_‡K GB †mev wb‡Z Pvb ?
miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, wWg e¨emvwq - 4, nu¨vPvwi -5, ¯’vwbq
†mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 6, eo K„lK - 7, GbwRI -8, Ab¨vb¨ - 9

7.9 cÖ‡qvR‡b UvKvi wewbg‡q n‡jI Avcwb GB me †mev MÖn†b AvMÖwn ?
bv-2

n¨uv-1,

8. e¨emvwqK cwi‡ek msµvšÍ Z_¨vejxt
8.1 Avcwb wK †Kvb `‡ji m`m¨?

n¨v-1, bv-2

(hw` bv nq Z‡e 8.4 cÖ‡kœ P‡j hvb)
8.1.1DËi hw` n¨v n‡q _v‡K, Z‡e †mB `j Ab¨ †Kvb mwgwZi / msMV‡bi mv‡_ mshy³ wK?
n¨vÑ1, bv-2
8.2 `j / mwgwZi Øviv Avcwb wK wK myweav †c‡q _v‡Kb?
e¨emv msKªvšÍ Z_¨-1, Drcv`b/jvjb cvjb c×wZ-2, `jMZ fv‡e µq -3, `jMZ fv‡e weµq-4, FY-5, ‡Uªwbs-6,
evRvi msµvšÍ Z_¨-7, Ab¨vb¨-8

8.3 mwgwZi eZ©gvb Kvh©Kjv‡c wK Avcwb mš‘ó ?

n¨v-1, bv -2

8.4 hw` GL‡bv GB ai‡bi †Kvb mwgwZi m`m¨ bv n‡q _v‡Kb Z‡e wK Avcwb AvMÖnx?
n¨v-1, wVK Rvwb bv -2, bv-3
8.5 `j / mwgwZi gva¨‡g Avcwb wK ai‡bi myweav †c‡Z Pvb?
e¨emv msKªvšÍ Z_¨-1, Drcv`b/jvjb cvjb c×wZ-2, `jMZ fv‡e µq -3, `jMZ fv‡e weµq-4, FY-5, ‡Uªwbs-6, evRvi
msµvšÍ Z_¨-7, Ab¨vb¨-8

8.6 Avcwb wK g‡b K‡ib Avcwb b¨vh¨/Dchy³ `vg cvb?
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8.7 Avcwb miKvwi cïm¤ú` bxwZgvjv m¤ú‡K© Rv‡bb wK ?

n¨v-1, bv-2

8.8 Avcwb miKvwi cïm¤ú` bxwZgvjv m¤úwK©Z †Kvb Av‡jvPbvgyjK / Kg©mywP‡Z AskMÖnY
K‡i‡Qb wK ? n¨v-1, bv-2
n¨v-1, bv-2

8.9 Avcwb wK †Kvb miKvwi ms¯’v †_‡K †Kvb e¨emv †mev ‡c‡q‡Qb wK?
8.10 nu¨v n‡j †Kvb cÖwZôvb †_‡K

.

cïm¤ú` Awa`ßi-1, cïm¤ú` M‡elbv cÖwZôvb-2, K…wl wek¦we`¨vjq-3, Ab¨vb¨-4
8.11 wK ai‡bi †mev †c‡Z Pvb t
8.12 Avcbvi †Kvb civgk© _vK‡j ejyb

Sustainable Livelihoods for Poor Producers Mymensingh and Netrokona,
Bangladesh (SLIPP)

Impact Survey Questionnaire

mve‡m±i: grm¨

Pvl
µwgK bs

MYPBVT
ZvwiL:
dd

mm

yy

ID

Z_¨ msMÖnKvix
WvUv Gw›Uª Kivi ZvwiL

1. Z_¨ CÖ`VBKVIXI Z_¨VEJXT
1.1 grm¨ Pvlxi bvg t
1.2 WVKVBV T
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1.2.1 MÖvg t
1.2.4 ‡Rjvt

1.2.2 BDwbqb t

1.2.3 Dc‡Rjv t

1.3 MÖæc/`j †KvWt
1.5 wjsM:

1.4 `‡ji m`m¨ †KvWt
(cyiæl-1

gwnjv-2)

1.7 cwiev‡ii m`m¨ msL¨vt

1.6 eqmt

.

.

1.8 wkÿvMZ †hvM¨Zvt
KL†bv ¯‹y‡j hvbwb-1, cÖv_wgK-2, wbgœgva¨wgK-3, gva¨wgK-4, D”P gva¨wgK-5, D”P&Zi-6
3. RxweKvqbt
2.1 Lv`¨vf¨vmt
2.1.1 Avcwb w`‡b mvavibZ Kq †ejv Lvevi ‡L‡q _v‡Kb?

.

2.1.2 AVCWB MßV‡N KZEVI AVWGL RVZXQ LVEVI ‡L‡Q _V‡KB
(GVQ, GVSK, GYIMX)? . . . . . . . . . . . . . EVI/ MßV‡N
2.2 wPwKrmv welqKt
2.2.1 Amy¯’ n‡j Wv³v‡ii Kv‡Q hvb wK?
2.2.2 hw` nu¨v nq Z‡e †Kv_vq hvb ?

nu¨v-1 , bv-2

.

miKvwi nvmcvZvj - 1, MÖvg¨ Wv³vi - 2, KweivR - 3, dv‡g©wm - 4, Wv³vi - 5, Ab¨vb¨ -6
2.3. wkÿv welqKt
¯‹zj/ gv`ªvmvq / wek¦we`¨vjq co–qv mšÍvbmsL¨v? .
Avcbvi cwiev‡i 6-12 eQ‡ii m`m¨ msL¨v KZ?
.
G‡`i g‡a¨ KZ Rb ¯‹z‡j hvq?
.
hw` bv †h‡q _v‡K Z‡e †Kb hvq bv ?
cª‡qvRb g‡b Kwi bv -1, ¯‹zj `y‡i -2 , A‡_©i Afve-3, msmv‡i KvR K‡i-4
2.4 cvwb I cqtcÖYvjxt
2.4.1 Lvevi cvwbi Drm wK?

.

wUDeI‡qj - 1, Kzqv - 2, cyKzi - 3, Lvj/b`x - 4, e„wói cvwb -5
.

2.4.2 evwo‡Z e¨en¨Z cvqLvbvi aib wK?

‡Lvjv RvqMv - 1, KuvPv - 2, cvKv wcU - 3, m¨vwbUvwi -4, Ab¨vb¨ - 5
2.5 emZevwo welqKt
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2.5.4

Avcbvi evwo‡Z KZwU iæg/Ni Av‡Q?

.

2.5.5 cÖavb N‡ii †`Iqvj wK w`‡q ˆZix?
.
BU - 1, wUb/KvV- 2, gvwU - 3, euvk-4, Lo/cvU KvwV/ cvZv -5, cwjw_b - 6,
Ab¨vb¨
-7
2.5.6 cÖavb N‡ii Qv` wK w`‡q ˆZix?
.
BU - 1, wUb/KvV- 2, gvwU - 3, euvk-4, Lo/cvU KvwV/ cvZv -5, cwjw_b- 6, Ab¨vb¨ 7
2.5.4 Avcbvi evwo‡Z we`¨yr ms‡hvM Av‡Q wK ?

nu¨v -1, bv-2

3. m¤ú` I m¤úwË welqKt
3.1 emZevwoi m¤ú`t
(kZvsk)

3.1.1 emZevwoi Rwgi cwigvb t
3.1.2 emZevwo†Z m¤ú‡`i cwigvbt

wUwf1

AvmevecÎ2

mvB‡Kj3

‡gvevBj4

‡gvUi
mvB‡Kj-5

wd«R6

AjsKvi7

Ab¨vb¨8

msL¨v /
cwigvb

3.2 Drcv`kxj m¤ú‡`i weeibt
cwigvb
msL¨v

weeib

/

3.2.1 Rwg
3.2.1.1 Avevw` Rwg
3.2.1.2emZevwo msjMœ Rwg
3.2.1.3 Ae¨en«Z Rwg
3.2.1.4 Ab¨vb¨
3.2.2 cïm¤ú`
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cwigvb
msL¨v

weeib

/

3.2.2.1Mevw` cï
3.2.2.2gyiwM
3.2.2.3Nuvm
3.2.2.4 QvMj
3.2.2.5 Ab¨vb¨:
3.2.3 grm welqK
3.2.3.1 cyKzi
3.2.3.2 Rvj
3.2.3.3 †bŠKv
3.2.3.4 Ab¨vb¨:
3.2.4 K…wl hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.1 jv½j
3.2.4.2 cvIqvi wUjvi
3.2.4.3 n¯ÍPvwjZ hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.4 cwienb msµvšÍ hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.5 gRy` msµvšÍ hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.6 nv‡ji Miæ
3.2.4.7 †mP hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.8 Uªv±I
3.2.4.9 Nv‡f©÷vi
3.2.4.10 †¯cÖ ‡gwkb
3.2.4.11 gvovB hš¿
3.2.4.12G¨v‡iUi
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cwigvb
msL¨v

weeib

/

3.2.4.13 f¨vb
3.2.4.14 cvÎ
3.2.4.15 `vwocvjøv
3.2.4.16 wg·vi †gwkb
3.2.4.17 pH wgUvi
3.2.4.18 Wªvg
3.2.4.19 Ab¨vb¨

3.3 A-K…wlR LvZ / Ab¨vb¨ m¤ú` t hw` _v‡K
3.3.1 ‡`vKvb

.

Pv-1, gyw`-2, †gvevBj-3, Kvco-4, RyZv -5, mwâ- 6, `wR©-7, Ab¨vb¨-8
3.3.2 Ab¨vb¨
4. evrmwiK Avq I e¨q:
4.1 Avq
LvZ

4.1.1
K…wlR
LvZt

4.2 e¨q
evrmwiK Avq
(UvKv)

LvZ

4.1.1.1 mwâ

4.2.1 Lv`¨

4.1.1.2 avb

4.2.2 emZ evwo

4.1.1.3 Ab¨vb¨
dmj

4.2.3 wPwKrmv

4.1.1.4 grm¨

4.2.4 wkÿv

4.1.1.5 Mevw`
cï

4.2.5 Rvgv Kvco

4.1.1.6 nuvm
cvjb

4.2.6 Ab¨vb¨

evrmwiK e¨q
(UvKv)
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4.1.1.7 gyiwM
4.1.1.8 Ab¨vb¨
4.1.2 AK…wlR
LvZt

4.1.2.1 kªg
4.1.2.2 e¨emv
4.1.2.3 fvov
4.1.2.4 Ab¨vb¨

‡gvU (4.1)

‡gvU (4.2)

5. grm¨ Pvl Kjv‡Kxkj msµvšÍ Z_¨vejxt
5.1 cyKzi ˆZix I gvwU cixÿv
5.1.1 Avcwb wK gvwU cixÿv Kivb?

nu¨v-1, bv-2,

5.1.2 nu¨v n†j gvwU cwi¶vi djvdj Abyhvqx cyKzi ˆZix K‡ib wK?
5.1.3 gvwU cixÿv †Kv_v †_‡K K‡ib ?

.

. SRDI-1, BFRI-2 Ab¨vb¨-3

5.1.4 hw` bv K‡ib Zv n‡j wK gvwU cixÿv Kiv‡Z B”QzK?

nu¨v-1, bv - 2
Pzb-1, †iv‡Ubb-2, cUvk-3, ivmvqwbK

5.1.5 cyKzi ˆZix‡Z Avcwb wK wK e¨envi K‡ib ?
mvi-4, Ab¨vb¨-5

5.1.6 cyKzi cÖ¯‘ZKvjxb Avcwb wK †mwU‡K AevwÂZ gvQ gy³ K‡i †bb?
5.1.6 hw` nu¨v nq, Zvn‡j wKfv‡e?
Ab¨vb¨-3 (wbw`©ó D‡j-L Ki“b)

n¨vu-1, bv-2

nu¨v-1, bv-2

cyKzi ïwK‡q-1, ivmvqwbK c`v_© e¨envi K‡i-2,

5.2 MVI
5.2.1 AVCWB MWVK GVÎVQ MVI CÖ‡QVM K‡IB WK?
NU¨V-1, BV -2, RVWB BV-3
NU¨V /
5.2.2 MV‡II MWVK CWIGVB GES E¨VENV‡II DCI Z_¨ MÖNY K‡IB WK?
BV
5.2.3 NU¨V N†J ‡KV_V †_‡K †R‡B‡QB? .
miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, gvQ e¨emvwq - 4, ¯’vwbq †mev
cÖ`vbKvwi- 5, eo K„lK - 6, GbwRI -7, Ab¨vb¨ - 8

5.3 Lv`¨
5.3.1 Avcwb †Kvb ai‡bi Lvevi e¨envi K†ib?

wb‡R cÖ¯‘Z Kiv Lvevi-1, ˆZix Lvevi-2
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5.3.2 hw` ˆZix Lvevi nq Z‡e Zv †Kv_v †_‡K msMÖn K‡ib ?
¯’vbxq wdW µvmvi-3, Ab¨vb¨-4

LyPiv we‡µZv - 1, †Kv¤úvwb - 2,
nu¨v-1, †gvUvgywU-2,

5.3.3 Avcwb †h Lvevi¸‡jv wK‡bwQ‡jb †m¸‡jv wK fv‡jv gv‡bi wQ‡jv?
bv-3

5.3.4 AVCWB MWVK GVÎVQ LV`¨ CÖ‡QVM K‡IB WK?
NU¨V-1, BV-2, RVWB BV-3
5.3.5 Lv‡`¨i mwVK cwigvb Ges e¨venv‡ii Dci Z_¨ MÖnY K‡ib wK? nu¨v / bv , nu¨v n†j ‡Kv_v †_‡K
†R‡b‡Qb?
.
miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, gvQ e¨emvwq - 4, ¯’vwbq †mev
cÖ`vbKvwi- 5, eo K„lK - 6, GbwRI -7, Ab¨vb¨ - 8

5.4 ‡cvYv
5.4.1 Avcwb †Kv_v †_‡K ‡cvYv msMÖn K‡ib / †K‡bb?

.

wbR¯^ Drcv`b - 1, miKvwi ms¯’v - 2, cvwZj cvwU© - 3, bvm©vwi-4, n¨vPvwi-5, eo K„lK - 6,
GbwRI - 7, Ab¨vb¨ - 8
nu¨v-1, bv-2

5.4.2

cyKz‡ii wewfbœ ¯Íi m¤ú‡K© Avcwb wK AeMZ Av‡Qb?

5.4.3

hw` nu¨v nq, Zvn‡j... Avcwb wK cÖwZwU ¯Í‡ii Pvwn`vgZ †cvbv Qv‡ob?
bv -2

5.4.4

Avcwb wK Pv‡ci †cvbv e¨envi K‡ib?

5.4.5

†Kv‡Ì‡K Avcwb GB cÖRvwZi †cvbv msMÖn K‡ib?

nu¨v-1,

nu¨v-1, bv-2
.

wbR¯^ Drcv`b - 1, miKvwi ms¯’v - 2, cvwZj cvwU© - 3, bvm©vwi-4, n¨vPvwi-5, eo K„lK - 6,
GbwRI - 7, Ab¨vb¨ - 8
fv‡jv-1, †gvUvgywU-2,

5.4.6

Avcbvi †Kbv †cvb¸‡jvi gvb †Kgb?

5.4.7
5.4.8

MZ †gŠmy‡g gv‡Qi g„Zz¨i nvi †Kgb wQ‡jv ___________/cÖwZ 100 †cvbvq
gv‡Qi bZzb cÖRvwZ m¤ú‡K© Avcwb wKfv‡e AeMZ nb?

fv‡jv bq-3

miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, cvwZj cvwU© - 3, bvm©vwi-4, n¨vPvwi-5, †Kv¤úvwb
cÖwZwbwa - 6, gvQ e¨emvwq - 7, ¯’vwbq †mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 8, eo K„lK - 9, GbwRI -10, Ab¨vb¨ - 11

5.5 Jla I wfUvwgbt
5.5.1 Avcwb evjvBbvkK Ges e„w×KviK ni‡gvb e¨envi K‡ib wK?

n¨vu -1, bv -2

5.5.2 ‡Kv_v †_‡K GB mKj evjvBbvkK Ges e„w×KviK ni‡gvb µq K‡ib?

.

LyPiv we‡µZv- 1, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa-2, Ab¨vb¨ - 3
5.5.3 KxUbvkK, evjvBbvkK Ges e„w×KviK ni‡gvb m¤ú©wKZ civgk© cvb wK?
bv-2

n¨vu-1,
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5.5.4 hw` n¨vu nq, Kvi KvQ †_‡K?

.

LyPiv we‡µZv- 1, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa-2, Ab¨vb¨ - 3
5.6 cyKzi e¨e¯’vcbvt
5.6.1 Avcwb wK gv‡S gv‡S cvwb cwiÿv K‡ib ?

n¨vu-1, bv -2

5.6.2 Avcwb wK gv‡S gv‡S gv‡Qi e„w× cwiÿv K‡ib ?

n¨vu-1, bv -2

5.6.3 Avcwb wK gv‡S gv‡S †ivM evjvB cwiÿv K‡ib ?

n¨vu-1, bv -2
n¨vu-1, bv -2

5.6.4 Avcwb wK gv‡S gv‡S cvwbi Aw·‡Rb cwiÿv K‡ib ?
5.6.5 nu¨v n‡j †Kv_v †_‡K †R‡b‡Qb?

miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, cvwZj cvwU© - 3, bvm©vwi-4, n¨vPvwi-5, †Kv¤úvwb
cÖwZwbwa - 6, gvQ e¨emvwq - 7, ¯’vwbq †mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 8, eo K„lK - 9, GbwRI -10, Ab¨vb¨ - 11

5.6.6 djvdj Abyhvwq e¨ve¯’v †bb wK ? n¨vu, / bv
miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, cvwZj cvwU© - 3, bvm©vwi-4, n¨vPvwi-5, †Kv¤úvwb
cÖwZwbwa - 6, gvQ e¨emvwq - 7, ¯’vwbq †mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 8, eo K„lK - 9, GbwRI -10, Ab¨vb¨ - 11

5.7 cÖwkÿb
5.7.1 gvQ Pvl msµvšÍ †Kvb cÖwkÿb ‡c‡q‡Qb wK?

n¨vu-1, bv-2

5.7.2 nu¨v n†j ‡Kv_v †_‡K wb‡q‡Qb?
miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, cvwZj cvwU© - 3, bvm©vwi-4, n¨vPvwi-5, †Kv¤úvwb
cÖwZwbwa - 6, gvQ e¨emvwq - 7, ¯’vwbq †mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 8, eo K„lK - 9, GbwRI -10, Ab¨vb¨ - 11

6. gvQ Pvl msµvšÍ Avq I e¨‡qi wnmve
6.1 gvQ Pv‡l †gvU Rwgi cwigvb t
6.2 grm¨ Pv‡l †gvU cyKz‡ii msL¨vt
6.3 Avcwb wK wK gvQ Pvl K‡ib?
cvsMvk-1, iæB-2, KvZj-3, g„‡Mj-4, wZjvwcqv-5, KB-6, ¯^icywU-7, wPswo-8, Kvc©-9, wgkª10, Ab¨vb¨-11

µwgK
bs

welq

†gvU
GRM¨
PVL-1

GRM¨
PVL-2

GRM¨
PVL-3

GRM¨
PVL-4
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6.3

PvlK…Z gv‡Qi bvg (†KvW)

6.4

cyKz‡ii msL¨v

6.5

Rwgi cwigvb

6.6

Drcv`b LiP (cÖavbZ 2 wU)

6.6.1
6.6.2

cyKzi ‰Zix I gvwU cixÿv
6.6.2 DcKib
6.6.2.1 †cvYv
6.6.2.2 mvi (ivmvqwbK mvi, †Mvei,
BZ¨vw`)

6.6.2.3 Jla
6.6.2.4 Lv`¨
6.6.2.5 wfUvwgb
6.6.2.6 Pzb
6.6.2.7 Ab¨vb¨
6.6.3

‡mP I wb®‹vkb

6.6.4

‡eov ‰Zix

6.6.5

cyKzi e¨e¯’vcbv

6.6.6

we`y¨r I Ab¨vb¨

6.6.7

niiv Uvbv

6.6.8

gvQ aiv I msMÖn‡Ëvi
Kvh©µg

6.6.9

6.6.9 ‡gvU kªwgK
6.6.9.1 cyKzi ˆZix
6.6.9.2 cwiPh©v I cyKzi
e¨e¯’vcbv
6.6.9.3 wbivcËv
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µwgK
bs

welq

†gvU

6.3

PvlK…Z gv‡Qi bvg (†KvW)

GRM¨
PVL-1

GRM¨
PVL-2

GRM¨
PVL-3

GRM¨
PVL-4

6.6.9.4 gvQ aiv, msMÖn‡Ëvi
Kvh©µg I Ab¨vb¨

6.6.10

Cwienb

6.6.11

Ab¨vb¨

6.6

‡gvU Drcv`b LiP

6.7

weµq

6.7.1

‡gvU weµ‡qi cwigvb (†KwR)

6.7.2

`vg / †KwR

6.7

‡gvU weµq

6.8

Avq (jvf) (6.7-6.6)

6.9 cyiæl kªwg‡Ki gRywi
6.10 gwnjv kªwg‡Ki gRywi
6.11 kª‡gi AbycvZ - % (cyiæl)
6.12 kª‡gi AbycvZ - % (gwnjv)

7. e¨emv †mev welqK Z_¨vejx
7.1 Avcwb gvQ Pvl e¨emvq †Kvb mgm¨vi m¤§ywLb n‡”Qb wK ?
7.2 hw` nu¨v nq Zv n‡j mgm¨v¸‡jv wK wK Zv ejyb?

nu¨v-1, bv -2

.

cyKzi ˆZix I e¨ve¯’vcbv -1, DcKib (†cvYv mn)-2, Drcv`b-3, weµq/evRviRvZKib-4, Avw_©K-4,
m¤úK© / ms‡hvM ¯’vcb-5, AeKvVv‡gv I †hvMv‡hvM e¨e¯’v-6, Ab¨vb¨-7
7.3 mgm¨v mgvav‡b †Kvb †mev MÖnb K‡i‡Qb wK?

n¨uv-1, bv-2

7.4 n¨uv n‡j Kvi KvQ †_‡K?
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miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, cvwZj cvwU© - 3, bvm©vwi-4, n¨vPvwi-5, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa
- 6, gvQ e¨emvwq - 7, ¯’vwbq †mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 8, eo K„lK - 9, GbwRI -10, Ab¨vb¨ - 11

7.5 Avcwb wK wK †mev MÖnY K‡i‡Qb
7.6 GB †mevq Avcwb wK mš‘ó? -

bv n‡j 0, n¨uv n‡j 1-5 (Lye fvj n‡j 5) wjLyb
(n¨uv -1, bv-2)

7.7 Avcwb wK gvb m¤§Z †mev wb‡Z AvMÖwn?
7.8 n¨uv n‡j Kvi KvQ †_‡K GB †mev wb‡Z Pvb ?

miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, cvwZj cvwU© - 3, bvm©vwi-4, n¨vPvwi-5, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa
- 6, gvQ e¨emvwq - 7, ¯’vwbq †mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 8, eo K„lK - 9, GbwRI -10, Ab¨vb¨ - 11

7.9 cÖ‡qvR‡b UvKvi wewbg‡q n‡jI Avcwb GB me †mev MÖn†b AvMÖwn ?
bv-2

n¨uv-1,

8. e¨emvwqK cwi‡ek msµvšÍ Z_¨vejxt
8.1 Avcwb wK †Kvb `‡ji m`m¨?

n¨v-1, bv-2

(hw` bv nq Z‡e 8.4 cÖ‡kœ P‡j hvb)
8.1.1DËi hw` n¨v n‡q _v‡K, Z‡e †mB `j Ab¨ †Kvb mwgwZi / msMV‡bi mv‡_ mshy³ wK?
n¨vÑ1, bv-2
8.2 `j / mwgwZi Øviv Avcwb wK wK myweav †c‡q _v‡Kb?
e¨emv msKªvšÍ Z_¨-1, Drcv`b c×wZ-2, `jMZ fv‡e µq -3, `jMZ fv‡e weµq-4, FY-5, ‡Uªwbs-6, evRvi
msµvšÍ Z_¨-7, Abvb¨-8

8.3 mwgwZi eZ©gvb Kvh©Kjv‡c wK Avcwb mš‘ó ?

n¨v-1, bv -2

8.4 hw` GL‡bv GB ai‡bi †Kvb mwgwZi m`m¨ bv n‡q _v‡Kb Z‡e wK Avcwb AvMÖnx?
n¨v-1, wVK Rvwb bv -2, bv-3
8.5 `j / mwgwZi gva¨‡g Avcwb wK ai‡bi myweav †c‡Z Pvb?
e¨emv msKªvšÍ Z_¨-1, Drcv`b c×wZ-2, `jMZ fv‡e µq -3, `jMZ fv‡e weµq-4, FY-5, ‡Uªwbs-6, evRvi
msµvšÍ Z_¨-7, Ab¨vb¨-8

8.6 Avcwb wK g‡b K‡ib Avcwb b¨vh¨/Dchy³ `vg cvb?

n¨v-1, bv-2

8.7 Avcwb miKvwi grm¨ bxwZgvjv m¤ú‡K© Rv‡bb wK ?

n¨v-1, bv-2

8.8 Avcwb miKvwi grm¨ bxwZgvjv m¤úwK©Z †Kvb Av‡jvPbvgyjK / Kg©mywP‡Z AskMÖnY
K‡i‡Qb wK ?

nu¨v-1, bv-2

8.9 Avcwb wK †Kvb miKvwi ms¯’v †_‡K †Kvb e¨emv †mev ‡c‡q‡Qb wK?

nu¨v-1, bv-2

8.10 nu¨v n‡j †Kvb cÖwZôvb †_‡K
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DoF-1, BFRI-2, BAU-3, NGO-4, Others-5

8.11 wK ai‡bi †mev †c‡Z Pvb
8.12 Avcbvi †Kvb civgk© _vK‡j ejyb

Sustainable Livelihoods for Poor Producers Mymensingh and Netrokona,
Bangladesh (SLIPP)

Impact Survey Questionnaire

mve‡m±i: me&wR Pvl

µwgK bs

MYPBVT

ZvwiL:
dd

mm

yy

ID

Z_¨ msMÖnKvix
WvUv Gw›Uª Kivi ZvwiL

1. Z_¨ CÖ`VBKVIXI Z_¨VEJXT
1.1 me&wR K…l‡Ki bvg t
1.2 WVKVBV T
1.2.1 MÖvg t
1.2.4 ‡Rjvt
1.3 MÖæc/`j †KvWt

1.5 wjsM:

1.2.2 BDwbqb t

1.2.3 Dc‡Rjv t
1.4 `‡ji m`m¨ †KvWt

(cyiæl-1

1.7 cwiev‡ii m`m¨ msL¨vt

gwnjv-2)

1.6 eqmt

.

.
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1.8 wkÿvMZ †hvM¨Zvt
KL†bv ¯‹y‡j hvbwb-1, cÖv_wgK-2, wbgœgva¨wgK-3, gva¨wgK-4, D”P gva¨wgK-5, D”P&Zi-6
4. RxweKvqbt
2.1 Lv`¨vf¨vmt
2.1.1 Avcwb w`‡b mvavibZ Kq †ejv Lvevi ‡L‡q _v‡Kb?
.
2.1.2 Avcwb mßv‡n KZevi Avwgl RvZxq Lvevi ‡L‡q _v‡Kb (gvQ, gvsk, gyiMx)? . . . . . . . . . . . .
. evi/ mßv‡n
2.2 wPwKrmv welqKt
2.2.1 Amy¯’ n‡j Wv³v‡ii Kv‡Q hvb wK?
nu¨v-1 , bv-2
2.2.2 hw` nu¨v nq Z‡e †Kv_vq hvb ? .
miKvwi nvmcvZvj - 1, MÖvg¨ Wv³vi - 2, KweivR - 3, dv‡g©wm - 4, Wv³vi - 5, Ab¨vb¨ -6
2.3. wkÿv welqKt
¯‹zj/ gv`ªvmvq / wek¦we`¨vjq co–qv mšÍvbmsL¨v? .
Avcbvi cwiev‡i 6-12 eQ‡ii m`m¨ msL¨v KZ?
.
G‡`i g‡a¨ KZ Rb ¯‹z‡j hvq?
.
hw` bv †h‡q _v‡K Z‡e †Kb hvq bv ?
cª‡qvRb g‡b Kwi bv -1, ¯‹zj `y‡i -2 , A‡_©i Afve-3, msmv‡i KvR K‡i-4
2.4 cvwb I cqtcÖYvjxt
2.4.1 Lvevi cvwbi Drm wK?
.
wUDeI‡qj - 1, Kzqv - 2, cyKzi - 3, Lvj/b`x - 4, e„wói cvwb -5
.
2.4.2 evwo‡Z e¨en¨Z cvqLvbvi aib wK?
‡Lvjv RvqMv - 1, KuvPv - 2, cvKv wcU - 3, m¨vwbUvwi -4, Ab¨vb¨ - 5
2.5 emZevwo welqKt
2.5.7
Avcbvi evwo‡Z KZwU iæg/Ni Av‡Q?

.

2.5.8 cÖavb N‡ii †`Iqvj wK w`‡q ˆZix?
.
BU - 1, wUb/KvV- 2, gvwU - 3, euvk-4, Lo/cvU KvwV/ cvZv -5, cwjw_b - 6,
Ab¨vb¨
-7
2.5.9 cÖavb N‡ii Qv` wK w`‡q ˆZix?
.
BU - 1, wUb/KvV- 2, gvwU - 3, euvk-4, Lo/cvU KvwV/ cvZv -5, cwjw_b- 6, Ab¨vb¨ 7
2.5.4 Avcbvi evwo‡Z we`¨yr ms‡hvM Av‡Q wK ?

nu¨v -1, bv-2

3. m¤ú` I m¤úwË welqKt
3.1 emZevwoi m¤ú`t
3.1.1 emZevwoi Rwgi cwigvb t

(kZvsk)

3.1.2 emZevwo†Z m¤ú‡`i cwigvbt
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wUwf1

AvmevecÎ2

mvB‡Kj3

‡gvevBj4

‡gvUi
mvB‡Kj-5

wd«R6

AjsKvi7

Ab¨vb¨8

msL¨v /
cwigvb

3.2 Drcv`kxj m¤ú‡`i weeibt
cwigvb / msL¨v

weeib
3.2.1 Rwg
3.2.1.1 Avevw` Rwg
3.2.1.2 emZevwo msjMœ Rwg
3.2.1.3 Ae¨en«Z Rwg
3.2.1.4 Ab¨vb¨
3.2.2 cïm¤ú`
3.2.2.1 Miæ / gwnl
3.2.2.2 gyiwM
3.2.2.3 nuvm
3.2.2.4 QvMj / †fov
3.2.2.5 Ab¨vb¨:
3.2.3 grm¨ welqK
3.2.3.1 cyKzi (cvo mn) AvqZb
3.2.3.2 Rvj
3.2.3.3 †bŠKv
3.2.3.4 Ab¨vb¨:
3.2.4 K…wl hš¿cvwZ
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cwigvb / msL¨v

weeib
3.2.4.1 jv½j
3.2.4.2 cvIqvi wUjvi
3.2.4.3 n¯ÍPvwjZ hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.4 cwienb msµvšÍ hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.5 gRy` msµvšÍ hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.6 nv‡ji Miæ
3.2.4.7 †mP hš¿cvwZ
3.2.4.8 Uªv±i
3.2.4.9 nv‡f©÷vi
3.2.4.10 †¯cÖ ‡gwkb
3.2.4.11 gvovB hš¿
3.2.4.12 Ab¨vb¨

3.3 A-K…wlR LvZ / Ab¨vb¨ m¤ú` t hw` _v‡K
3.3.1 ‡`vKvb

.

Pv-1, gyw`-2, †gvevBj-3, Kvco-4, RyZv -5, mwâ- 6, `wR©-7, Ab¨vb¨-8
3.3.2 Ab¨vb¨
4. evrmwiK Avq I e¨q:

4.1 Avq
LvZ

4.1.1
K…wlR

4.2 e¨q
evrmwiK Avq
(UvKv)

LvZ

4.1.1.1 mwâ

4.2.1 Lv`¨

4.1.1.2 avb

4.2.2 emZ evwo

evrmwiK e¨q
(UvKv)
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LvZt

4.1.1.3 Ab¨vb¨
dmj

4.2.3 wPwKrmv

4.1.1.4 grm¨

4.2.4 wkÿv

4.1.1.5 Mevw`
cï

4.2.5 Rvgv Kvco

4.1.1.6 nuvm
cvjb

4.2.6 Ab¨vb¨

4.1.1.7 gyiwM
4.1.1.8 Ab¨vb¨
4.1.2 AK…wlR
LvZt

4.1.2.1 kªg
4.1.2.2 e¨emv
4.1.2.3 fvov
4.1.2.4 Ab¨vb¨

‡gvU (4.1)

‡gvU (4.2)

5. mwâ Drcv`b Kjv‡KŠkj msµvšÍ Z_¨vejxt
5.1 gvwU cixÿv
5.1.1 Avcwb wK gvwU cixÿv Kivb?

nu¨v-1, bv-2 ,

5.1.2.nu¨v n†j gvwU cwi¶vi djvdj Abyhvqx wb‡`©wkZ mvi e¨envi K‡ib wK?
5.1.3 gvwU cixÿv †Kv_v †_‡K K‡ib ?

. n¨vu-1, bv-2

. SRDI-1,Ab¨vb¨-2

5.1.4 hw` bv K‡ib Zv n‡j wK gvwU cixÿv Kiv‡Z B”QzK?

nu¨v-1, bv-2

52 MVI
5.2.1 AVCWB MWVK GVÎVQ MVI CÖ‡QVM K‡IB WK?
NU¨V-1, BV -2, RVWB BV-3
NU¨V 5.2.2 MV‡II MWVK CWIGVB GES E¨VENV‡II DCI Z_¨ MÖNY K‡IB WK?
1, BV -2,
5.2.3 NU¨V N†J ‡KV_V †_‡K †R‡B‡QB?
miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, mwâ we‡µZv - 4, ¯’vwbq †mev
cÖ`vbKvwi- 5, eo K„lK - 6, GbwRI -7, Ab¨vb¨ - 8

5.2.4 Avcwb wK ‡MŠb mvi e¨envi e¨envi K‡ib?

nu¨v-1, bv-2
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5.2.5 Avcwb wK ˆRe mvi e¨envi e¨envi K‡ib?
5.2.6 hw` nu¨v nq Z‡e e¨en¨Z ˆRe mv‡ii aib

nu¨v-1 , bv-2
- c¨v‡KU K…Z - 1, †Lvjv - 2, wb‡Ri ˆZix - 3

5.3 exR
5.3.1 Avcwb †Kv_v †_‡K exR msMÖn K‡ib / †K‡bb?
(wbR¯^ Drcv`b - 1, miKvwi ms¯’v - 2, LyPiv we‡µZv - 3, †Kv¤úvwb - 4, eo K„lK - 5, GbwRI
- 6, Ab¨vb¨ - 7
5.3.2 †Kvb exR e¨envi K‡ib ?
c¨v‡KU exR -1, †Lvjv exR - 2
- ¯’vwbq - 1, D”Pdjbkxj - 2, nvBeªxW - 3
5.3.3 †Kvb Rv‡Zi exR e¨envi K‡ib ? 5.4 KxUbvkKt
5.4.1 Avcwb KxUbvkK, evjvBbvkK Ges e„w×KviK ni‡gvb e¨envi K‡ib wK?
n¨vu-1, bv - 2
5.4.2 ‡Kv_v †_‡K GB me µq K‡ib?
†¯cÖ †gwkb fvov cÖ`vbKvix - 1, LyPiv we‡µZv - 2,
Ab¨vb¨ - 3
5.4.3 KxUbvkK, evjvBbvkK Ges e„w×KviK ni‡gvb m¤ú©wKZ civgk© cvb wK?
n¨v-1,
bv-2
†¯cÖ †gwkb fvov cÖ`vbKvix - 1, LyPiv we‡µZv - 2
5.4.4 hw` n¨vu nq, Kvi KvQ †_‡K?
Ab¨vb¨ - 3
5.5 cÖwkÿb
5.5.1 Drcv`b msµvšÍ †Kvb cÖwkÿb ‡c‡q‡Qb wK?
5.5.2 nu¨v n†j ‡Kv_v †_‡K wb‡q‡Qb?

n¨vu-1, bv-2

miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, mwâ we‡µZv - 4, ¯’vwbq †mev
cÖ`vbKvwi- 5, eo K„lK - 6, GbwRI -7, Ab¨vb¨ - 8

6. mwâ Pvl Avq I e¨‡qi wnmve
6.1 mwâ Pv‡l †gvU Rwgi cwigvb t
(kZvsk)
kkv-1, U‡g‡Uv-2, †e¸b-3, †Xok-4, dzjKwc-5, evavKwc6.2 Avcwb wK wK mwâ Pvl K‡ib?
6, Kijv-7, Pvj Kzgov-8, jvD-9, wSsMv-10, wgwó Kzgov-11, cyBkvK-12, ‡`kx wkg-13, wPwPsMv-14,
gwiP-15, KPz-16, jwZ-17, cUj-18, KvK‡ivj-19, WvUv-20, gyjv-21, MvRi-22, eiewU-23, kvK-24,
Ab¨vb¨-25
µwgK
bs

welq

6.3

cÖavb 2 wU mwâi bvg (‡KvW
wjLyb)

6.4

Rwgi cwigvb

6.5

Drcv`b LiP

6.5.1

me&wR1

†gvU
ME&WR2

Rwg ‰Zix I gvwU cixÿv
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6.5.2

6.5.2 DcKib
6.5.2.1 exR
6.5.2.2 mvi
6.5.2.3 KxUbvkK
6.5.2.4 ‡MŠb mvi
6.5.2.5 Ab¨vb¨

6.5.3

‡mP

6.5.4

gvPuv ‰Zix

6.5.5

dmj msMÖn I msMÖn‡Ëvi Kvh©µg

6.5.6

6.5.6 ‡gvU kªwgK
6.5.6.1 Rwg ˆZix
6.5.6.2 AvšÍtcwiPh©v
6.5.6.3 dmj msMÖn, msMÖn‡Ëvi
Kvh©µg I Ab¨vb¨

6.5.7

cwienb

6.5.8

Ab¨vb¨

6.5

‡gvU Drcv`b LiP

6.6

‡gvU Drcv`b (†KwR)

6.7

weµq

6.7.1

‡gvU weµ‡qi cwigvb (†KwR)

6.7.2

`vg/†KwR

6.7

‡gvU weµq

6.8

Avq (jvf) (6.7 - 6.5)

6.9 cyiæl kªwg‡Ki gRywi
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6.10 gwnjv kªwg‡Ki gRywi
6.11 kª‡gi AbycvZ - % (cyiæl)
6.12 kª‡gi AbycvZ - % (gwnjv)

7. e¨emv †mev welqK Z_¨vejx
7.1 Avcwb mwâ Pvl e¨emvq †Kvb mgm¨vi m¤§ywLb n‡”Qb wK ?
7.2 hw` nu¨v nq Zv n‡j mgm¨v¸‡jv wK wK Zv ejyb?

nu¨v-1, bv-2

.

DcKib-1, Drcv`b-2, weµq / evRviRvZKib-3, Avw_©K-4, m¤úK© / ms‡hvM ¯’vcb-5,
AeKvVv‡gv I †hvMv‡hvM e¨e¯’v-6, Ab¨vb¨-7
7.3 mgm¨v mgvav‡b †Kvb †mev MÖnb K‡i‡Qb wK?

(n¨uv-1 / bv-2)

7.4 n¨uv n‡j Kvi KvQ †_‡K?
miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, mwâ we‡µZv - 4, ¯’vwbq †mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 5,
eo K„lK - 6, GbwRI -7, Ab¨vb¨ - 8

7.5 Avcwb wK wK †mev MÖnY K‡i‡Qb
K)
L)
M)
7.6 GB †mevq Avcwb wK mš‘ó? -

bv n‡j 0, n¨uv n‡j 1-5 (Lye fvj n‡j 5) wjLyb
(n¨uv -1, bv-2)

7.7 Avcwb wK gvb m¤§Z †mev wb‡Z AvMÖwn?
7.8 n¨uv n‡j Kvi KvQ †_‡K GB †mev wb‡Z Pvb ?

miKvwi ms¯’v -1, DcKib we‡µZv - 2, †Kv¤úvwb cÖwZwbwa - 3, mwâ we‡µZv - 4, ¯’vwbq †mev cÖ`vbKvwi- 5, eo
K„lK - 6, GbwRI -7, Ab¨vb¨ - 8

7.9 cÖ‡qvR‡b UvKvi wewbg‡q n‡jI Avcwb GB me †mev MÖn†b AvMÖwn ?
bv-2

n¨uv-1,

8. e¨emvwqK cwi‡ek msµvšÍ Z_¨vejxt
8.1 Avcwb wK †Kvb `‡ji m`m¨?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 8.4 cÖ‡kœ P‡j hvb)

n¨v-1, bv-2
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8.1.1DËi hw` n¨v n‡q _v‡K, Z‡e †mB `j Ab¨ †Kvb mwgwZi / msMV‡bi mv‡_ mshy³ wK?
n¨vÑ1, bv-2
8.2 `j / mwgwZi Øviv Avcwb wK wK myweav †c‡q _v‡Kb?
e¨emv msKªvšÍ Z_¨-1, Drcv`b c×wZ-2, `jMZ fv‡e µq -3, `jMZ fv‡e weµq-4, FY-5, ‡Uªwbs-6, evRvi
msµvšÍ Z_¨-7, Ab¨vb¨-8

8.3 mwgwZi eZ©gvb Kvh©Kjv‡c wK Avcwb mš‘ó ?

n¨v-1, bv -2

8.4 hw` GL‡bv GB ai‡bi †Kvb mwgwZi m`m¨ bv n‡q _v‡Kb Z‡e wK Avcwb AvMÖnx?
n¨v-1, wVK Rvwb bv -2, bv-3
8.5 `j / mwgwZi gva¨‡g Avcwb wK ai‡bi myweav †c‡Z Pvb?
e¨emv msKªvšÍ Z_¨-1, Drcv`b c×wZ-2, `jMZ fv‡e µq -3, `jMZ fv‡e weµq-4, FY-5, ‡Uªwbs-6, evRvi
msµvšÍ Z_¨-7, Ab¨vb¨-8

8.6 Avcwb wK g‡b K‡ib Avcwb b¨vh¨/Dchy³ `vg cvb?
8.7 Avcwb miKvwi K…wl bxwZgvjv m¤ú‡K© Rv‡bb wK ?

n¨v-1, bv-2
n¨v-1, bv-2

8.8 Avcwb miKvwi K…wl bxwZgvjv m¤úwK©Z †Kvb Av‡jvPbvgyjK / Kg©mywP‡Z AskMÖnY
K‡i‡Qb wK ?

n¨v-1, bv-2

8.9 Avcwb wK †Kvb miKvwi ms¯’v †_‡K †Kvb e¨emv †mev ‡c‡q‡Qb wK?
8.10 nu¨v n‡j †Kvb cÖwZôvb †_‡K

n¨v-1, bv-2

.

K…wl m¤cÖmvib wefvM-1, K…wl M‡elbv-2, GmAviwWAvB-3, niwUKvjPvi-4, webv-5,
K…wl wek¦we`¨vjq-6, weGwWwm-7, Ab¨vb¨-8
8.11 wK ai‡bi †mev †c‡Z Pvb t

8.12 Avcbvi †Kvb civgk© _vK‡j ejyb:

Avcbvi mgq, ˆah¨© I mn‡hvwMZvi Rb¨ ab¨ev`
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ANNEX 5-FINAL LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
LFA: Sustainable livelihoods for poor producers in Mymensingh and Netrokona
Intervention logic
Objectively verifiable indicators of achievement

Sources and
means of
verification

Results

Overall objective
To reduce poverty amongst poor and
marginalised communities in Northern
Bangladesh

30% increase in sales amongst targeted producers/MSEs in
Mymensingh and Netrokona
15% increase in income amongst targeted producers in
Mymensingh and Netrokona (assuming that some profit will
be reinvested)
20% increase in employment amongst targeted producers in
Mymensingh and Netrokona
More sustainable livelihoods (increase in education,
improved nutrition and health etc)
More sustainable businesses in the targeted area (increase
in repeat sales)

Baseline data
Evaluation
Primary
Survey
FGD
Interview

33% increase in sales overall
67% increase in income overall:
52% increase in Mymensingh
vegetable farmers
78% increase in Netrokona Vegetable
Farmers
62% increase in Fish farmers
71% increase in Duck
23% increase in employment
overall:
30% increase in Vegetable
13% increase in Fish farmers
0% increase in Duck
Education:
33% increase in education for one
child
38% increase in education for two
children
21% increase in education for 3
children

Specific objective
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To increase the ability of marginalised
MSEs and their producers to benefit
equitably from trade

Increased understanding of the importance of Business
Services (BS) amongst targeted producers/MSEs
100% increase in demand for BS by targeted
producers/MSEs
More diverse range of BS available to targeted
producers/MSEs
Better quality BS offered to producers/MSEs in Mymensingh
and Netrokona
100% increase in take up of BS amongst targeted
producers/MSEs
Improved relationships between targeted producers/MSEs
and other supply chain actors

Baseline data
Evaluation
Primary
Survey
FGD
Interview

Greater demand for multiple sources
of quality business service indicates
increasing importance
Information demand increase for
balanced fertilization:
18% to 74% - Govt. Org.
11% to 32% - Large Farmers
New Sources created:
3% - Company Representatives
17% - Local Service Provider
28% - NGO
Diverse Business
55 new soil collectors developed
30 new compost sellers developed
Better Quality
Increasing access to Government
Organizations for information indicates
better business access

Increased understanding of the supply
chains and support markets for
selected sub-sectors

All targeted stakeholders understand the need and value of
BS
All targeted stakeholders understand the issues,
opportunities and constraints in the selected market sectors
Research reports summarized and disseminated to all key
stakeholders
3 sectors/sub-sectors selected for the focus of this project
Research findings inform the progress and activities of the
project.

Baseline data
Evaluation
Primary
Survey
FGD
Interview

Public and private service providers
along with beneficiaries understand
the importance of Business Service,
Market-end actors like wholesalers
have yet to provide additional business
services in most cases,

Increased capacity of local partners to
develop and implement market
development interventions

Increased project management and BS skills of partner staff,
project staff and consultant trainers
Increased training skills of partner staff, project staff and
local consultants

Baseline data
Evaluation
Primary
Survey
FGD
Interview

Agricultural knowledge and linkage
with market actors strengthened
among Project staff, partner staff and
consultant trainers
Increased training skills of local
consultants, partner staff and project
staff

Expected results
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Improved cooperation and market
linkages

Increased understanding of the importance of networking
and collaboration amongst service providers
Improved information sharing and networking amongst
targeted service providers
10-20 producer associations established and functioning
effectively in Mymensingh and Netrokona
1 Regional producer association established and functioning
effectively
Improved business relationships and market linkages
between producers and other supply chain actors
30% increase in targeted producers sales in selected supply
chains

Baseline data
Evaluation
Primary
Survey
FGD
Interview

Incidences of group-solving individual
member’s problems demonstrate
improved information sharing and
networking among beneficiaries
2 Producer associations of 13
members have formed, one for each
district.
Incidences of exploitation and distress
has decreased between beneficiaries
and retailers indicating improved
business relationships.

Increased influence over business
environment

Increased influence over the insitutional and business
environment through more effective networking, lobbying
and advocacy.
Improved institutional and policy environment for targeted
supply chains

Baseline data
Evaluation
Primary
Survey
FGD
Interview

Beneficiaries have developed strong
networking with the government
officers like SAAO which allows them a
stronger voice for lobbying and
advocacy. As a result, they have
enjoyed priority in cases of agricultural
crisis like mass-harvest failure, bad
infrastructure etc.
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Improved demand and supply of
business services

60 producers/producer groups (30 in each district) attend
focus groups to identify their problems and service provision
needs
3000 producers/producer groups better understand the
importance of BS
100% increase in demand for BS
Repeat business customer satisfaction
Higher quality, more appropriate and more affordable BS
available to producers
More participatory approaches to developing services
adopted by service providers
Improved service offer amongst targeted service providers
(quality and range of services)
Improved marketing strategies and promotion activities
amongst targeted service providers
100% increase in the take up of BS
Increased sustainability of service providers (increased and
sustained demand for services from producers as they
recognise their value)

Baseline data
Evaluation
Primary
Survey
FGD
Interview

2500 producers forming 100 producer
groups
Most business services were
considered by the beneficiaries to be
highly relevant to their business.
Adoption of some practices are
delayed due to cost factors.
Business Service information is now
sourced from multiple actors by
beneficiaries increasing the quality,
appropriateness and affordability of the
services.
Company Representative of big firms
like Syngenta now directly interact with
the farmers.
Increased reputation and good will
combined with a sustainable customer
base provided by the beneficiary
groups have increased the customer
reach and profitability of retailers and
thus their service provision.

Increased knowledge and influence

Knowledge and learning is captured on an ongoing basis to
inform the development of project activities
Project knowledge and learning is disseminated to all
relevant stakeholders
Stakeholders revise their attitudes, policies and practice in
response to project knowledge and learning

Baseline data
Evaluation
Primary
Survey
FGD
Interview

Project developed to increase
outreach mid way as interest was
shown from beneficiaries and market
actors alike.
Dissemination was low due to lack of
monitoring and follow-up by the project
and partner staff.
New groups have snot settled as a
group and have yet to show signs of
revising their practices.
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ANNEX-6: LIST OF RESPONDENTS
Serial No.

Name

Village

Union

Upazilla

District

Subsector

Group Type

1

Md.Golam Hossian

Baruyamari

Vangnamari

Gouripur

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

2

Jaalal Uddin

Baruyamari

Vangnamari

Gouripur

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

3

Abdul Khalek

Baruyamari

Vangnamari

Gouripur

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

4

Md.Motalib

Baruyamari

Vangnamari

Gouripur

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

5

Md.Abdullah

Baruyamari

Vangnamari

Gouripur

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

6

Md.Hazrot Ali

Baruyamari

Vangnamari

Gouripur

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

7

Md.Mojid

Baruyamari

Vangnamari

Gouripur

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

8

Abdul Kashem

Rofiyalagly

Uchakhila

Eshorgonj

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

9

Saidul

Rofiyalagly

Uchakhila

Eshorgonj

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

10

Md.Mizanur Rahman

Mohisherchala

Anayetpur

Fulbariya

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

11

Md.Ajijul houk

Anayetpur

Kaladoh

Fulbariya

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

12

shamsuddin

aneatpur

kaladhoho

Fulbariya

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

13

Abul kalam

aneatpur

kaladoho

Fulbariya

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

14

molichiron

chorbangailya

gazireruat

Haluaghat

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

15

purmia

chordanga

gazivata

Haluaghat

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

16

mayaboti tazo

chorbangaly

gazirvit

Haluaghat

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

17

Barek

modhopur

tarakanda

Fulpur

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

18

Hatim ali

taldhighi

khakoni

Fulbaria

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

19

Anamul huck moni

taldhighi

khokoni

Fulpur

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

20

Idris Ali

Taldighi

Kakoni

Fulpur

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

21

Malek

Modupur

Tarakandha

Fulpur

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

22

Hanif

modhopur

tarakanda

Fulpur

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

23

Joshim Uddin

Kustia para

brorrorchor

sodor

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

24

Babor Ali

Kustia para

brorrorchor

sodor

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

25

Habibur rahaman

boira

boira

sodor

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

26

Dulal Mia

boira

boira

sodor

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

27

Moklesur rahaman

boira

boira

sodor

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary

28

Jalal Uddin

Chor Annandipu

Sirta

sodor

Mymensing

Vegetable

Beneficiary
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29

Md.Noor Mohammad

Char Ananadipu

Sirta

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Beneficiary

30

Md.Amsor Ali

Kustiapara

Bororchor

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Beneficiary

31

Md.Farid Ahmed

Kustiapara

Bororchor

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Beneficiary

32

Md.Saidul Islam

Kustiapara

Bororchor

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Beneficiary

33

Md.Adam Ali

Kustiapara

Bororchor

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Beneficiary

34

Md.Al_Amin

Kustiapara

Bororchor

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Beneficiary

35

Md.Julhash Uddin

Jafarmondolpar

Bororchor

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Beneficiary

36

Md.Lal Mia

Tekervita

Barera

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

37

Mostapha

Alalpur

Charishawrdia

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

38

A K M Samsuddin Babu

Boyra

Boyra

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

39

Md.Khokon Mia

Alalpur

Charishawrdia

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

40

rashid

Tekervita

Jagra

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

41

Md.Abdul Hai

Tekervita

Jagra

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

42

Md. Nurul Islam

Chorgopinathpu

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

43

Md. Shahidur Rahman

Kalikapur

Jogtohor

Sodor

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

44

Md. Hares Mia

Ragbopur

Chor Nillokhia

Sodor

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

45

Yousub Ali

Azmot pur

Azmot pur

Sodor

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

46

Harunor Roshid

Allalpur

Esshordiya

Sodor

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

47

Md.Alal Uddin

Ajmotpur

Jagotpur

Sadar

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

48

Rafiqul Islam

Alalpur

Eshordia

Mymensing

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

49

Nazrul Islam

Chorgopinathpu

Phulpul

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

50

Abdul Kadir

Gopalpur

Tarakandi

Phulpur

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

51

Abdul Salam

Chorgopinathpu

Tarakandi

Phulpur

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

52

Md.Abdul Malek

Modhupur

1

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

53

Binoy Kumar Devnath

Ragobpur

Chonilokkhiya

Mymensing

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

54

Md.Ajijul Islam

Vatipara

Gouripur

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

55

Habibur rohoman

kalikapur

jokbahar

mymensingh

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

56

Edrise ali

dubrachor

vanganamary

goyrepur

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

57

Jalal uddin

majiohil

kalihata

fulpur

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

58

Rohoman

chorgupinathpu

fulpur

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

59

shofir uddin

dubrarchor

vanginemare

gurypur

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

60

Nural islam

vatipara

vanginemary

goirypur

Mymensingh

Vegetable

Control

15

9

15

1
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61

Balaitat hosan

koylarchor

aziya

purbodobla

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

62

Romzan ali

shoydor

dorgapur

dorgapur

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

63

Jalal uddin

shoyldoho

durgapur

durgapur

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

64

Rubel miya

shaldiya

purbodhobla

purbodhobla

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

65

Abdur rohoman

borondhana

birisiri

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

66

Abdul barek

chenarete

birichri

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

67

Helem

bashati

birishiri

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

68

Hibil kanan

bashati

birishiri

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

69

Abdul jalil

chanaroti

birisiri

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

70

Kamal

soto nundopur

birishiri

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

71

Sattar

barunda

birishri

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

72

abuchan

chinarity

birichri

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

73

Ahjjad

sotonordora

birishri

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

74

Nayon meya

borona

birishri

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

75

Emdadul

Pachkahniya

amtala

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

76

Abul kashem

Pailati

Narandia

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

77

Md.Suruj Ali

Pailati

Narandia

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

78

Abu Chan

Pachkahniya

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

79

Md.Ahamed Khalek

Vottopara

Rowha

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

80

Taijul

Jamalpur

Rowha

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

81

Mohrom Ali

Sinduboratiya

Purbodhola

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

82

Md.Ahmed

shoiladohor

Durgapur

Durgapur

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

83

Md.Shahidullah

soilladohoz

Durgapur

Durgapur

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

84

Abdul Rajjak

Shaldigha

Purbodhola

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

85

Shrinondo Sorkar

Sinduboratiya

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

86

Akkas Ali

Shaldigha

Purbodhola

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

87

Romjan Ali Fhokir

Koilati

Agio

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

88

Hamidur Rhaman Dulal

Koilati

Agio

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

89

Md.Johir uddin Shekh

Sinduboratiya

Purbodhola

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

90

Ahamed Salam Talukda

Pailati

Narandia

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

91

Md.Badsha Mia

Rajendropur

Choplisha

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

92

Md.Abdul Motaleb

Nowyagao

Barhattra

Barhattra

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary
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93

Manik Khan Pathan

Nowyagao

Barhattra

Barhattra

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

94

Monsur Ali Khan

Nowyagao

Barhattra

Barhattra

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

95

Md.Moyen Uddin

Nowyagao

Barhattra

Barhattra

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

96

Md.Suruj Mia

Nowyagao

Barhattra

Barhattra

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

97

Khokon Mia

Pachkahniya

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

98

Joj Mia

Vottopara

Rowha

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

99

Habibullah

Jamalpur

Rowha

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

100

Ahamed Rahman

Vottopara

Rowha

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

101

Lalkha

Jamal pur

Roiha

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

102

Sona Fokir

Pachkhonia

Amtoli

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

103

Mohammod Ali

Shapur

Bota

Sodor

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

104

Sobuz Mia

bisunathpur

Amtoli

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

105

Siraj Mia

Vottopara

Room

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

106

Selim Reja

Rajenropur

Chollis

Sodor

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

107

Babul Mia

Pachkhonia

Amtoli

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

108

Humayoun Kabir

Pailachi

Narinda

Phobodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

109

Bozlu Mia

Nouga

Barhatta

Barhatta

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

110

Rohon Mia

Moltia

Keora

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

111

Azizul Hauqe

Monatia

Kendua

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

112

Monayem

Pailati

Narandia

Purbadhala

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

113

Md.A.Khalek

Shalchapur

Narandia

Purbadhala

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

114

Babul Mia

Jalalpur

Rouha

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

115

Hannan

Jalalpur

Rouha

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

116

AAltu Mia

Bashati

So.Bishiura

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

117

Humayun Kabir

Nauagao

Nauagao

Barhatra

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

118

Chand Mia

Rajendropur

Chollissha

Sadar

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

119

Enamul Haque Khan

Nauagao

Nauagao

Barhatra

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

120

nozrul islam

koylaty

ageya

purbofhobola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

121

sattar

rajondropur

chollisa

netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Beneficiary

122

Md., Dulal Mia

Bikakoni

Bikakoni

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

123

Shofiq

Daupur

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

124

Nazrul Islam

Bangla

Bangla

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control
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125

Md.Muslem Uddin

Sapmara

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

126

Ahamed Khalek

Gobindopur

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

127

Sultana

Kumri

Rouha

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

128

Motaleb

Sapmara

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

129

Ishak Ali

Chockbatta

Chirang

kendua

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

130

Md.Nazrul Islam

Sapmara

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

131

Rakhal Chockroborti

Bangla

Bangla

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

132

Najimuddin

Kumarpara

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

133

helal Uddin

Kumri

Rouha

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

134

Forida Begum

Ramkrish

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

135

Nijam Uddin

Kumarpara

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

136

helal Uddin

Kumarpara

Rouha

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

137

Ahamed Roshis

Dugiya

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

138

Attas Mia

Malni

Netrokona

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

139

Ruj Ali

Kawalikona

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

140

Akkas Ali

Pachkahania

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

141

Sushil Chandra Das

Amtola

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

142

Joynal Hak

Kawalikona

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

143

Nirondrochondro Das

Amtola

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

144

Sona mia

Dolpa

Dolpa

Kaoya

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

145

Abdul Barak

Rui

Bangla

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

146

Shadul Islam

Rui

Bangla

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

147

Monjurul Haque

Deupur

Amtola

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

148

Siraj Mai

Dottogram

Saouta

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

149

Surap Ali

Dottogram

Saouta

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

150

Md Anu Mia

kristopur

medani

sodor

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

151

Md. Abdul Malek

Salongor

Saota

Barhatta

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

152

Abul Kasem

Sotokailati

Sotokailati

sodor

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

153

Kml Mai

Dottogram

Saouta

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

154

Royel Mai

Onnonto pur

sodor

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

155

Bblu miy

Soto dity

pikrte

sodor

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

156

Md Motleb

Dottogram

Saouta

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control
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157

Moyej Uddin

Bichipara

Kalaiti

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

158

Ahamed Rashid

Anontopur

Kalaiti

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

159

Ajijul Rahman

Choto Kalaiti

Kalaiti

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

160

Maain Uddin

Deogras

Saota

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

161

Md.Hasim Uddin Fakir

Dottogram

Sauta

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

162

Akbar Ali

Kaliapara

Kaliapara

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

163

Akdil Hosen

Kamalgati

Luxmigang

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

164

Md.Akdil Mia

Kandapara

Lokkhigonj

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

165

Md.Shabuj Mia

Chotokailati

Kailati

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

166

rohomotulla akind

hasanpur

lokigong

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

167

abul miya

nundipur

modonpur

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

168

mashud

modunpur

modunpur

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

169

sattar

triyochery

lokkigonda

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

170

maenn uddin

kandapara

likkidonda

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

171

moinul islam

nundhipur

modon pur

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

172

Abdul Motin

Modonpur

Modonpur

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

173

Md Abdul Motaleb

Hasam Pur

Lothigonj

Netrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

174

Md. Abdul Hannan

Otekapara

purbodhola

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

175

Md. Habul Mia

bishkakuni

bishkakuni

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

176

salma khatun

bishkakuni

bishkakuni

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

177

Md. Abdul goni

patli

dulamulgao

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

178

Md. Chan Mia

Biskakuni

Biskakuni

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

179

Sujol Mia

Biskakuni

Biskakuni

natrokona

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

180

Siraj Ali

pukuria konda

purbodhola

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

181

Md. Helal Mia

Patli

dulamulgao

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

182

Md. Fozlul Haqe

Biskakuni

Biskakuni

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

183

Siraz Ali

Biskakuni

Biskakuni

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

184

Abul Mojit

Bishkuni

Bishkuni

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

185

Allal Uddin

Pukuria Kandha

purbodhola

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

186

Abdul Rohim

Bishkuni

Bishkuni

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

187

Md. Abdul Rosid

Biskakuni

Biskakuni

Purbodhola

Netrokona

Vegetable

Control

188

Reba resile

gobrakor

lokkivat

Haluaghat

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

Barhatta
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189

Pranica charon

chorgang

gazireti

Haluaghat

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

190

Lolita vazo

charhang

gaziri

Haluaghat

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

191

Nazim uddin

boraipar

banihala

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

192

Mayabi

chorongi

gazirvit

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

193

monika chemim

charahan

haloyagh

Haluaghat

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

194

Dlaowar hashan

taldhidi

kakpny

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

195

Billal uddin

bairtpar

banihala

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

196

Maya scrow

monikori

haloyagh

Haluaghat

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

197

Helal Uddin

Bairpara

Banihala

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

198

Faijur Rahman

Baraipuk

Galagao

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

199

Suman Chawkrobarti

Baraipuk

Galagao

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

200

Senuka Richil

Monikura

Haluagha

Haluagha

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

201

MD.Abul Kalam

Shachash

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

202

Md.Abu Bakar Siddiqe

Bashati

Bashati

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

203

Md.Eusuf Ali

Shatashi

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

204

Md.Golam Maula

SotraShi

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

205

Md.Aftab Uddin

Bashati

Bashati

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

206

Md.Abdul Salam

Garaikut

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

207

Md.Abdullah Al Kausr

Uttar Ga

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

208

Md.Saidul Islam

Garaikut

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

209

Md.Tofazzol Hossain

Garaikut

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

210

Md.Surujjaman

Garaikut

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

211

Md.Ruhul Amin

Bashati

Bashati

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

212

Md.Asadujjaman

Garaikut

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

213

Md.Shohidul Islam

N.Garaik

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

214

Md.Mojibor Rahman

Sattrash

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

215

Md.Hafijur Rahman

Garaikut

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

216

Md.Jalal Uddin

Sattrash

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

217

Md.Alal Uddin

Sattrash

Kumargat

Muktagac

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

218

Jamal Uddin

Mowajjem

Mowajjem

Nandayil

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

219

Giyas Uddin

Mowajjem

Mowajjem

Nandayil

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

220

Altob Hossen

Soyoudjo

Moyagemp

Nandaiel

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary
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221

Masud Khan

Soyoudga

Moyagemp

Nandaiel

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

222

Jamal Uddin

Soyoudga

Moyagemp

Nandaiel

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

223

Kamal Uddin

Vatibabe

Ghagra

Sodor

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

224

Mohmudul Hassan

Vatibabe

Ghagra

Sodor

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

225

Abdul Halim

Moyagemp

Moyagemp

Nandaiel

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

226

Atikur Rahman

Alatpur

Chorisor

Sodor

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

227

Ariful Islam

Alalpur

isordia

Sodor

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

228

Rafiqul Islam

Alalpur

isordia

Sodor

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

229

Mostak Ahmed

Alalpur

isordia

Sodor

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

230

Abdul Gofur

Alalpur

isordia

Sodor

Mymensingh

Fish

Beneficiary

231

Abbas Ali

Akonpara

Haluagha

Haluagha

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

232

Anisur Rahman

Akonpara

Haluagha

Haluagha

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

233

Md.Abul Hashem

Maijpara

Koichapu

Haluagha

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

234

Md.Azharul Islam

Maijpara

Koichapu

Haluagha

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

235

Md.Abdul latif

Akonpara

Haluagha

Haluagha

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

236

Tesor Ali

Kagia Ka

Fulpur

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

237

Sohug Mia

Baroi Pa

Banihala

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

238

Md.Nurul Alam

Maskanda

Tarakand

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

239

Toffajol Hossan

Nolnoldi

Banihala

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

240

Ajiz

Baroi Pa

Banihala

Fulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

241

Md.Badol Mia

Rupchanp

Tarakand

Phulpur

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

242

Sudip Ghosh

Aangrarc

Boilor

Trishal

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

243

Nirmol Chondro Ghosh

Aangrarc

Boilor

Trishal

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

244

Liton Mridha

Daspara

Dhanitho

Trishal

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

245

Bokul Hossain

Vatidash

Dhanitho

Trishal

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

246

Mazbaho uddin

dashpara

dhinekol

Trishal

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

247

Shodiol islam

anbarvho

boilor

Trishal

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

248

Faruck ahmed

balashpu

poyrosov

Mymensingh

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

249

Dulam meya

ruguramp

chorlilm

Mymensingh

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

250

Abul kalam azad

rampura

chorlilk

Mymensingh

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

251

Anamul huck

rumpura

choleny

Mymensingh

Mymensingh

Fish

Control

252

Joinal

bolashpu

mymensin

Mymensingh

Mymensingh

Fish

Control
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253

Jubaeer

254

Poroskhi

Teosri

Modon

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

Md. Moyna Mia

Banyajan

Atpara

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

255

Montu Mia

Telegati

Atpara

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

256

Ajijul

Modon

Modon

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

257

Masud rana

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

258

Masum

Ganganar

Modon

Modon

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

259

Ali Ahmed

Ganganar

Modon

Modon

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

260

Matiur rahman

Matikata

Telegati

Atpara

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

261

Md. Abul Mia

Mubarokpur

Banyajan

Atpara

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

262

Selina

Bot Tala

Kailati

Netrokona

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

263

Rahima

Bat tala

Kailati

Netrokona

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

264

Anwara

Bat tala

Kailati

Netrokona

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

265

Md. Kairul Isl

koturi kona

Teosri

Modon

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

266

Yasin Ali

koturi kona

Teosri

Modon

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

267

Humayan Kabir

koturi kona

Teosri

Modon

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

268

Edris

Govindapur

Bangla

Netrokona

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

269

Harun Mia

Sapmara

Netrokona

Netrokona

Netrokona

Duck

Beneficiary

270

Milan Mia

Malani

Netrokona

Netokona

Netrokona

Duck

Control

271

Roason Ali

Sapmara

Amtala

Netokona

Netrokona

Duck

Control

272

Md. Yaseen

eforati

Doz

Atpara

Netrokona

Duck

Control

273

Moluba chan

Bolunia

Amtala

Sadar

Netrokona

Duck

Control

274

Md. Masud rana

Ekratia

Doaz

Atpara

Netrokona

Duck

Control

275

Edris

Sapmara

Amtala

Netrokna

Netrokona

Duck

Control

276

Billal Hossain

Rajurbajar

Netrokona

Netrokona

Netrokona

Duck

Control

277

Police Mia

Bolunia

Amtala

Netrokona

Netrokona

Duck

Control

278

Barek

Govidpur

Bangla

Netrokona

Netrokona

Duck

Control

279

Mojibur Rahman

Bainagar

Doaz

Atpara

Netrokona

Duck

Control

280

Md. Hadis Mia

Anantapur

Kailati

Netrokona

Netrokona

Duck

Control

281

Giasuddin

Rainagar

Doaz

Atpara

Netrokona

Duck

Control

282

Jewel Mia

06 Kailati

Kailati

Netrokona

Netrokona

Duck

Control

Ganganar
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ANNEX 7- KEY INFORMANTS
S/N

Type

1
2
3
4
5

PBSP
PBSP
PBSP
PBSP
PBSP

6

PBSP

7

PBSP

8

PBSP

9

PBSP

10

PBSP

11
12
13

PSP
PSP
PSP

14

PSP

Name
Md. AkramHossain

Occupation
Input Seller

Area
Amoakanda,
Phulpur

SazzadHossain
Md. HabiburRahman
Md. MuklesurRahmanMukul
Md. GolamHossain
Md. Rafiqul Islam

Haluaghat

Md. Abul Bashar

Retailer
Retailer
Input Seller
Soil Tester
Medicine &
Chemical
Retailer
Input Seller

Md. AbdurRahman

Input Seller

Md. KarimMiah

Duck Hatchery
Owner
Feed Crusher

Md. Aminul Islam
Dr. Harunur Rashid
Babul Chakraborti
KhandakerMizanurRahman
ShahjahanSiraj
SusmitaSen
15

Project
Coordinator,
WDO
Area
Coordinator,
GKP
Program
Coordinator,
ARBAN
Project
Coordinator, SUS

PNGO
Md. Rafiqul Islam

16

PNGO
Md. AbulArshad

17

PNGO
Syedul Islam Khan

18

PNGO

19

PNGO

20

PNGO

Associate
Professor
SAO, DAE
UAO, DAE
UAO, DAE

Nazrul Islam

Focal Person,
JKP

Md. FazlulHaque

Coordinator,
GRAUS

Boira, Bottala
Bot Tola Bazar

Chollish Bazar,
Netrokona
Durgapur Bazar,
Durgapur
Kuturikona, Madau,
Netrokona
Garaikuti,
Muktagacha
BAU, Mymensingh
NetrokonaSadar
Barhatta, Netrokona
Gouripur,
Mymensingh
Netrokona

MymensinghSadar

Purbotola,
Netrokona
Netrokona
Baluakanda,
Netrokona
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